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4> Business buildino ceremony

Corbett dedicated over Homecoming weekend
By Judy Gormely
Staff Writer
Francelia Corbett attended the
dedication of the University of
Maine's new, prestigious Donald
P Corbett Business Building during the Alumni ueekemi celebration, Saturday morning.
Mrs Donald Corbett made the
SI million donation, in memory
of her late husband, sometime afier his death in 1988 and eventually plans were made toward this
building
It is great to he here with you
wonderful llnisvrsity. of Maine
people." she raised her right hand
up high tou ant the sky said.-thank
you Don for making this possible " t'orbett received a lengthy
standing ovation
Donald and Francelta Corbett
graduated from UMame in 19'.44
Mrs Corbett said her husband was
a modest and quiet man She wanted his memory to be preserved
through all his dedication and
kindness
"I am pleased to be a pan of
this special moment," f'orlsert

Fred
Hutchinson introduced Bangor
native, Senior Senator William
S Cohen as Maine's "Senior"
citiren to a large crowd in the
lecture hall. Laughter and amusement was well received with
I'Maine

President

•Astronomy

Galactic centers topic oflecture

By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Dr

7hari, a Chinese

currently conducting
research at the Harvard Center for
Astrophysics, spoke about the center 01 the galaxy at n colloquium
Fridas afternoon ic sparse cn,wd
in Bennett Hal;
Galactic centers intrigue astronornerc because o, how they pack
large amounts 01 matter into tight

astronomer

spaces according to Dr David Bartiski, a L Tniversity ofMaine professor of physics and astronomy who
hosted the lecture
".kk you get closer and closer to
the center of the galaxy, you get
denser and denser in terms ofstars
there's lust a kit cu stuff out there."
Ratusk 'oid
The center 't OCT galaxy.at least
from an Etuth observer's viewpoint.
lies in the general direction of Sagittarius A, the loudest radio source

classes at the same place they base
their offices I think itss the nicest
classroom building on campus and
it reflects the state of the arts in
teaching technology.. as well all
the physical qualities," Forsgren
said.
"Each person that signed the
guest book volt he remembered.
The descendents of the signers
will be looked up and invited to he
present at the time the capsule is
opened in 100 years minus six
months," he added
Following the dedication of
the hall, everyone went into the
Great Room and gathered in an
informal circle Mrs. Corbett was
seated while President Hutchinson. Cohen and Forsgren stood
for A ceremonial display. of the
time capsule
In the time capsule was a
Sears Catalog. L.L. Bean catalog. the guest books of the dedication and many things from the
faculty ins furling an empt. M &
id oackage-- mementos of this
century and of faculty and their
families.
kfter the dav•s business ss-as

Maine

said

President Hutchinson watches over the time capsule during
dedication ceremonies for Corbett Hall. (McIntyre photo.)

Hutchinson' pun.
is a state of the art facility and there is nothing like it in
this state at this time. I think it is
very fitting that the latest in instrucnonal technology is in the
new business building, as an ex
ample for the rest of the campus...
Hutchinson said
"The building itself is a s)mhol of the need to look to the
future. Given the state of the an
technology,it will enable students
of today and tomorrow to take
advantage of these teaching tools
to help them remain in competition in the global market place."
Cohen said.
Lew is and Susan Snow of Loring Short and Harmon. gas.e a
generous donation to the building. The Snow •s contnbution
include the furnishings to offices, computer rooms and other
areas
This building is in complete
compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act The architecture was done Is', Terry Dankine
and is the MOO technologically
advanced building of its kind in

the first
In the Grem flail
floorofthe new business building
Roderick Forsgren. professor of
management. proudly sealed a
time capsule for 100 years
-In terms of the building. 'WS
the first time the facultsi has had

[h( emir('

to all who were interested
Corbeti Business Building is a
48.000 square-foot building and
has four- le srels Classes have been
in session during this semester
and the building is in full uw

Homecoming '93

in that teapot -shar,e.:,.onstellanon
kl‘k ,th volumes
Space is Cilitl(",
gases that
of interstellar du,
hound as
stand between a
trrinorner arid anything Ir.teresnng
within the Milky Way's globular
center
One way to get around
this.which Thiao has been working
with, is using radio telescopes that
detect signals from elsewhere on
See GALAXY on pap. 8

•SPIFFY

Student organization invests moneyor
By Seth Clayter
Volunteer Writer

A new student organiaation has
been formed at the Universits ot
Maine which allows students interested in business and investments
to manage S2011.000 of univerah
funds.
The College of Business Administration and the t iniversitx of
Maine Foundation have collahorat ed and formed The Student Portfolio Investment Fund of the Oliver

say ot Maine Foundation.colloqui ally known as SPIFFY This campus-wide group of volunteer students acts as one of six portfolio
managers for funds held hy the
l Name Foundation
Although affiliated with the
College ot Business. SP/I1-1 welcomes participation from all stuot study
,
dents in all ANIU114
"It's a great educational expen ence for everybody,just shout everybody is interested in investments
in one w ay or another or knows that

sooner or later."
I'Maine professor
of finance and faculty aNisor to
SPIFFY, said
linlike national simulation acdies will he

Robert Strong.

tivities that students have heer, in

solved with in the oast

ibis organ!

'anon gives sturirnis the .mnortunirs to gel hands -or. esnerience with
investing real moor.

Strong said the 'Maine foundation uses its funds for scholarSec SPIFFY on page 3

University of Maine cheerleaders lift school spirit during
Saturday's football game (Page photo.)
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orldBriefs •

• Kazakhstan to help hinder spread of nuclear technology
Yeltsin pledges army's support of Georgia
• Memorabilia from Marlene Dietrich's life sold to museum

The Maine C'aPripi
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•Weapons destruction

•Somalia discord

,
Tensions run high on eve of protest Kazakhstan to dispose of weapons

MOGADISHU,Somalia (AP) - Submachine gunfire crackled in central ?dogadishu on Sunday.. reflecting heightened tension on the eve of a protest that
threatens to explode into clan s iolence
Somatic said two people were killed and three wounded in an hourlong shootom among
clan members over a water well It took place in the southern Mogadishu stronghold of Gen
Mohamed Farrah AIM,w hose supporters continued their regular Sunday rally about a mile
ass a%
Journalists saw one man being earned ass a% in a wheelbarrow and another limp away
with a bullet wound near the traffic circle where the city's main roads meet
Members of Ali Mahdi Mohamed's clan who live in both halves of the divided city are
supposed to meet at a stadium on the south side Monday That means crossing the Green
Line separating Alt klahdi's territory in north Mogadishu from the Aidid-controlled south
Aidid•s deputy. Mohamed NW Aliso. warned them again Sunday not to come
"If they come over. we are not responsible for what will happen.'• Ain-iv said to cheers
from hundreds of people at the rally "They want this to create problems. not support
peace"
There are fears Ali Nlahdi wants to provoke conflict in hopes the 13-nation U.N. army
in Somalia will he forced to intervene and renew its fight with Aidid
N officials said Sunday they were try mg to persuade Ali Mahdi not to cross the line,
feanng trouble since their troops no longer patrol much beyond the boundaries of their
fortified compounds
Peacekeepers onis fire when they are in danger and do not interfere in clan clashes
Saturday night. after he met with L N envoy Lansana Kim!.ate. Ui Mahdi hcoait•ast
message sarong marchers ould cross the line hy force, if necessary

Karakhstan AP) — Offering 11U) million in ll S. assistance,
Secretary of State Warren Christopher v.on a promise that this oil-rich central Asian
nation will move quickly to get rid of nuclear weapons left over from the Cold War.
But Chnstopher did not get a timetable for the dismantling of more than 1,000 nuclear
warheads perched on I(1It long -range missiles
Kvakhstan has pp anises]to get nd ofthe nuclear vs wheals left aflet the breakup ofthe Soviet
Union and to help deter the spread of nuclear technology Kmakhstani President Nusultan
Nararhavec said he would send the treaty to parliament for ratification by the end of the year
President Clinton and Naiartiay es are expected to discuss the situation further at a
meeting in several months. U S officials said
They will meet either in Washington or in Alma-Ata after Clinton's trip in mid -Jarman
to the NATO summit in Brussels and to Moscow for a meeting with Russian President Boris
Yeltsin, said the officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Naz.artiayev's political hold is so finn, U S. officials said they are confident of success
The $140 million in technical aid the United States is offering this fiscal year would be
a big boost over last year's S36 million The money will he used to help American oil
companies extract oil from a pool that may e% en equal the riches of Saudi Arabia
To make life easier for the American corporations, Christopher signed a treaty that will
spate them from being taxed twice — in Karakhuan and in the United States-- on the large
profits they anticipate from the former Sos iet republic
"Your country has earned a respected place in the international community." Chnstopher said at a tomnt news conference with the Ka7akhstani leader
Nararhaves presented him with a traditional hill-length camel's hair coat, called a
chapati. and a matching kalpak a har

2

•Russian pledge of support

Yeltsin pledges army to
help protect Georgia
Russian President
11111..1S1. Georgta kr'
Boris Yeltsin said he instructed his army on Saturday
to get ready to help guard Georgian railroads from
rebels threatening to cut the %nal supply lines
It was the strongest statement vet of Russia's commit
ment to get involved in Georgia. where leader Eduard
Shec ardnadre has been fighting Pao insurgencies
Crinvoss of Russian troops and armored vehicles have
heen patrolling roads this week along stretches of Georgian
railroad affected by the civil war, but have not taken up
positi.vrts
The railway connects Black Sea ports to the Georgian
capital of Thilisi and landlocked Armenia F.arher this
month, Yeltsin. Shec ardnad7e. and the presidents of Armenia and krertial tan agreed ic create a joint militan force to
protect the railroads
But Yeltsin has moved cautiously in Georgia. insisting
on Russia's neutrality while acknowledging .lear secunty
and strategic concern,in the Caucasus Mountain nation

•Free trade

Salinas attempting' to
win support for NAFTA
A

saw()

—

(11'i AP
President Carlos Salinas de Ctortan on Saturday rnet with lit L S conpressmen and tried to persuade them to vote for the
Nit-th American Free Trade Agreement
Bill Daley. President (lint-inc top N.A.1.1 lohttymt.
declared afterward that Clinton was putting h All A atop his
agenda in the ci aintdown to a scheduled House vote No'. 17
The hardse!, ot N MIA came during the biggest Mexican
clemiwistraticins against the treaty At lean 4.000 people chino.
marched to the capital's nquare. the
14 'NA", to the treaty
is,al:, The protest was peaceful. and poke did not intervene
Daley told reporters the congressional delegation, near
is evenly divided between Republicans and 1/ernocratc, was
aimed at winning their votes for NAFTA
N AFT hi would remove trade harriers among the United
States. Canada and Mex ion over the next IS years. creating
the world's largest trade 74 inc
"I ante here not having reached a decision and I'm still
in the process of listening and learn inn Hilt let me say, the
Mew MAUI leaders have made a decided trIrlre,Glon.' said John
%Iran D-c c

•life memorabilia

•Abduction

Marlene Dietrich to be Muslim fimdamentalistc
focus offilm museum suspected of killings
c

BERLIN.. 51'
I
-•,- i
Hen.
Al Gaits. kigen. 51'
ingwas. a 1 S Arms uniform and about iorl.noo
krman and abducted three 1
other memorabilia front Marlene Dietrich's life were
eec Sundas and cusp's-ion fell in,
returned Sunday to her hometown, where thes w ill he
ci militants w
have begun targeting f
enshrined at a rta• le museum
The t% 4, men ark", A unman NA ere se,
Maria Rica daughter and sole heir of the film leper,
who died last year. sold the possessions to Berlin for s
million She card she preferred to display the collection it,
ltetwtr worttet escapes] from its'
one place rather than ...Caner it among fans
The three who were kidnapped wort in IN
Ms Riva came to the German captial to hand over the late.
%rib.vn the French Fonegn
collection in a ceremons at the Deutches Theater The item,
The insurgeni.s began in Januar% 19'42
are not expected to he on dmplas for seserai years
merit canceled parliamentary elections in w t,
Along with glamorous film costumes came the (+live, Latisis appeared assured to win a frlalOrn
drab uniform Mi.. Dretnch wore yvhile entertainingI S
Since then the government has declared stn,
tro^P‘ who were fighting hero iuntrymen Mik'. Dietoch left and conducted frequent sweeps against the funciament.
Germany and became a U S citim during World War II
More than 2.000 people have died in the conflicts betweer
She died in Pans at age 90
police and fundamentalists
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Kara Tierney, pro(
Tomorrow profile

By F. J. Gallag
Staff Writer

Recently.the I'M
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I 'Maine players TO
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This month's gun
nus Janet Smith. who
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Smith returns to host Snapshots
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Kara Tierney, producer of the Tour of
Tomorrow profile.(Courtesy photo.)

;uccess.
ould be
ican oil

By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
Recently.the University of Maine hockey team skated against the U.S Olympic
team and battled them to a tie. The 15044
Olympic team features cis current and former
I'Maine players This will be the topic of
one of the segments on the Department of
Public Affairs-pmduced television magarine Snapshots
This month's guest host is UMaine alum
nus Janet Smith. who graduated in the class of
1984 Smith is no's a television reporter in Ft
Paso, Texas Her father is a member of the
Maine Engineering Department faculty.
"We try to incorporate the host into the
show, as far as doing the actual interview

hat it ,
he lam.

Thn

sallec

L.st

•Student services

•UMaine television magazine

34:3Y

4
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and things like that I think this month with
Janet. we've really done that.- producer
Janice Parks said
Other segments to he aired include an
inters icy with Isv al food columnist and
LIMaine '25 alumnus Brownie Schrumpf, a
look at the LEAST Competition, a short talk
with San Francisco Giants pitcher and Cy
Young award candidate Bill Swift, and a
Tour of Tomorrow.
The Tour of Torriorro% is an annual
production of the Engineering Department
that showcases the facilities and its accom
plishments to potential students
The I Last Competition takes place in
Japan and pits scientists against each other
in efforts to integrate technoloty into every day life This year Ilviairie scientists air
taking pan in the contest
"What I think ties the whole show togeth
er is the fact that each of these programs and
people that we profile in some way trprsisni
pride to the state of Maine," Parks said.
As always. each episode features a segment that is student-produced. This month's
piece was directed by senior Kara Tierney
Tierney's Tour of Tomorrou profile was
produced over the pact month and includes
a shot during the Tour and interview s with
faculty members
-This job has made me very. open I'm
constantly meeting new people, the range is
just incredible Part of the job is setting up
the interview and dealing with the whole
thing from start to finish. I'm constantly
learning new things." Tienley said
The show will conclude with a tribute to
Andre Auhtit, the forme l'Maine hockey
sta: who recently passed array .

Programs offer service to
non-traditional students
By Malcolm Smith
Staff Writer
If you are one of the nearly 4,000 nontraditional students on the llniversity ofMaine
campus and haven't aitended the "NTS Topics" program every week, you have missed
information on "Stress Management" and
"Making the Transition to Life as a Student
The topic program,held informally es en
Tuesday at 3:15 in the Nutter Lounge at the
Memorial Union. still has several upcoming
subiects that focus on health, emotions and
relationship issues
these hour-long topics are conducted by
the Cutler Health Center and other agencies
Upcoming topics include "Parenting" and
"Effective Communication Skills"
While these programs are generally geared
toward the nontraditional student_ any person is welcome
A non-traditional student is defined as a
student who is 24 years or older
The NTS Topics are one of a variety of
programs in the Non- Traditional Student
Series, which is offered by the Commuter
Services office at the Memsthal Union.
Different pressures, multiple roles and
the inward nature of education tends to isolate the non-traditional student from the rest
of the campus population. including his or
her peers.explained Dean David Rand_ direr.
tor of the Memonal Union Rif this reason.
the NTS Topic program was created
'This office has always tried to do certain
things socially to help hold a very diverse

population together. Ran]said.
Feedback Insm participants in the N-IN
Topic program is pwiiiN C,aClialiilag to Tracey
O'Connell.the graduate student working with
Rand
"They like being asked to come in. and he
a part ofthe gimp,because they might feel on
the fringe a little hit." 0'Connell said
In addition to the NTS Topic program,the
N'TS Student Series offers several other programs for the non-traditional student.
Every Thursday at 1- 15 in the Nutter
Lounge is the NTS Coffee Hour, which is a
chance for non-traditional students to get
together and talk to each other informally.
The NTS Plus Club merb Fridays at 4:10
p.m in the Praliody loiinr. and the meetings
afford older singles the dunce to nicer sosially
The Commuter Services office also sport.
was NTS Family Times, which is a chance
for non-traditional students, singles or ampies. with or without children, to gather for
group activities In October, a group took a
bus to a wildlife refuge where participants
hiked, ate hatch and raffled a bird cage.
A family turkey dinner is planned for Nos
11 and a family aiolcie party is planned for
Dec 11 NTS Faftlil Time activities sign-up
and information is available at the Commuter
Senices office at the Memorial Union
Dean Rand said he feels the importance of
there events is that they give the non-traditional student the chance to meet other students infomially, which leads to the dynamics of idea sharing -That's a very important
pan of college" Rand said
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•Toying to stop the frustration

Financial Aid services more student

By Judy Gormely
Staff Witter
lhe Office of Student Aid is now
servicing the entire community of the
University of Maine campus as opposed
to only a select number as in the past
years This yew, virtually everyone is
eligible
"The frustration level outside the office is no greater than it is inside the office.
We really care - there is nothing worse
for us then to say to a student that I am
sorry we can't help you or we can't get it
done Our purpose is to keep students
here." Director of Student Aid Peggy
Craw ford said
Stafford loans, as of Oct 21, were up
in number by 2.3410from the same time last
year -- 6,395 total According to Craw
font the office processed 3.814 and still
have 2.556 left to finish because of the
increase in student eligibility
She said the Student Aid Office is
senicing from 75 to 80 percent of the
students this year The institution has giv en the loan office two extra people to help
with the paperwork to expedite loan distribution
"I am disturbed with the cc as imam al

aid runs because they seem to have control
over all moneys that come through the students account," Keith Moore, chemical engineering junior, said "I think if you have a
need and it's been giVen to on at one point
then you still have that need even if it's been
given to you from outside sources"
—rhe,tell you you're eligible for a$300]
loan and approve you foe it. Then you get an
outside scholarship and instead of letting
you have the scholarship and the loans. what
they do is retract the loans." Tom Bennett,
a civil engineenng senior,said "There is no
incentive to try and win a scholarship because they are going to take it away 1 think
that the Student Aid Office is more interested in internal problems than in helping the
students which is their job."
"I went in this week and was told the loans
that are being processed now are the ones that
were turned in this past August." Jell Hall, a
computer engineer sophomore, said
The office ot Student Aid is iemporanly
located at Hannibal Hamlin Hall for this
school year and kill return to Wingate Hall
after the completion of renc s ations and the
installation of an des ator
When completed. Wingate will also
house the Planetarium and the Registrar -,
)nice

•Religious freedom

Some say Girl Scouts break tradition
Donald Phipper and Michelle Pastore were crowned King and Queen dui,ng
con'irla weekend (Page photo 1

On stage with the inside story

10:
/ I

I

On Broadway,
Bruce Kuhn
played in Les
Miserables.
Now see him in a
compelling story
of politics, love,
betrayal, and
hope. A one-man
performance
critics called
"riveting,"
"striking,"
"delightful.'

-11.4

Monday & Tuesday November 1 & 2
7:00 pm Hauk Auditorium, Union
Tickets: $5.00($4.00 w/valid student ID)
Sponsored by: Intervarsity Christian Fellowship

MINNEAPOLIS (API - Promising to
male:ado! God,or simply to serve.
is now OK for Girl Scouts, but the decision to
allow the choice was not universally cheered
Sunday by pork outside the scouts
"This is one more organiration that has
hes-lynx morally relato stic and that's deeph
disapixvinting.' Tom Minnen.a spokesman
tor Focus on the Family. said Sunday Focus
is an es angelica',Chnstian organi72tion based
in Colorado Springs. Colo
The Girl Scouts national convention delegates voted 1.560 to 375 Saturday to allow
girls to pledge service to the spiritual power
,st their conscience — or norie at all
The measure, which takes ettect
. keeps the Girl Scout promise's official
wording intact. but allow s individual girls to
substitute for (kid another word or words
CCTVAIWi

they deem more appnipriate
The(initial wording reads "On my himor. 1 will try to verse God and my country, to
help people at all times,and to live by the Girl
Scout Law "
The scouts' leaders said the change acknowledges growing religious and ethnic
diversity among the nation's 2 6 million Girl
SCOW%
Ne4 all relignxis minonues agree with the
change
Dean Gupta. a Hindu hoard member ot
Geeta Ashram (hun-h in Brooklyn Park.
Minn . said the word' God' is not exclusively Christian
"Saying the word 'Gal' I *Ink creatm
some kindot uniformity."Guritasaid "Lately.
with crime and other things the wont 'God'
might he a link ha of a calming influence"

The Maine Camp

•Public Affail

Additi
By Rob Turking
Staff Writer
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to the director of l't:
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Affaii-s for four wee
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BIW

BAIR Maine IA
will receive about !
matching funds to in
enter commercial shit
Friday
The shipy ard.
employer. was amt.'.
ored at the White Ho
search Protect Agens
The award. won
BIW. is pan of a S
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Tuesday Night's Special

Pa6ta 'Lit bu6ta!
0„1, $7.50

Your Choice of:
• Spaghetti
• Fettucini or
• Ziti (totally tubular pasta)
With Choice of Sauce:
• Tomato (no meat)
• Marinara
• Mushroom Marinara
• Meat Sauce
• White Clam Sauce
• Red (lam Sauce
•

Jasmines
Albriqut Italum Recawrott
2s:41J Skid•CAve4
866-4200

and
larkroom even(
N.ludinit a 35,nr
-tit-photo lenA ar
len at 581 AO5
-,a‘ement ot 1.1r,

1 (MK 301171
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•Public Affairs profile
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Addition to Public Affairs finds new job a 'perfect fit'
children lin ndon, Colleen and Brian
For the last nine years. Can worked for
Staff Writer
Community Broadcasting in Bangor before
He is dressed in a pressed w Mir shut coming to UMaine. He was a news leporter
cc ith a silk tie, contrasting against his dark for WAN! television and more recently an
brown hair. His rugged looks make him the executive at the station For the past seven
ilanison Ford of the Public Affairs depart- years Carr has been the voice of the Black
Bear Hockey Network at the WYOU radio
ment of the l/niversity of Maine
This is Joseph Carr, executive assistant station in Bangor He said he enjoyed workto the director of Public Affairs, and the ing for Communits Broadcasting but the
chance of working for ('Maine was an exnewest addition to the news department
Although Carr has only beenscithPuhlic cellent opportunity
"I think one of the things I find most
Affairs for four weeks, he said the work
place environment provided by the Public attractive about this place is the type of
people here and that includes the staff and
Affairs department is a "perfect fit"
"I realls enjoy this atmosphere.it's chat- faculty There is malls. a great variety of
lenging I have learned a lot already and people here and I like that," Carr said.
A graduate from Hemion High School
et era day presents new challenges and in
in 1979, Carr attended Providence College
(cresting situations." Carr said.
A native of Hermon. Can new lives in in Rhode Island and received a bachelor's
Brewer with his wife Ellen and his three degree in political science. After leaving

By Rob Turkington

Providence, Carr received a master's in He said many of the duties he performed at
mass communications from Emerson Col- WABI are similar to his duties at 1 'Maine
"You could make some comparison belege with a concentration in broadcast jourI was
natism However. Carr said when he en- cause I was the operations manager so
mateof
range
wide
a
producing
in
involved
into
go
to
intend
he
didn't
tered college
rials and lam involved in some ot that here.
broadcasting.
"I had always planned to goto law school I did a lot of writing for WABI and I do a lot
since I was very young. When it came time now," Carr said
That isn't the only aspect that Carr ento he getting serious about that. I really
it's the area too. Can has lived in
joys,
I
much
how
realized
and
rethink
began to
Maine most of his life and he said he
enjoyed radio," Can said
would
What sparked Can's interest in broad- couldn't think of anywhere else he
live.
rather
staradio
casting was working at a college
"I always loved Maine and going away
tion at Providence. Carr said what started as
it clear in my mind where I wanted to
made
fun became a caner.
"I started 'o pit k ap broadcast writing in live," Carr said.
Car said the combination ofjob and area
graduate school auk( I have tried to leant a
little hit more about that over the last nine make everything worthwhile.
"I think that the university is heading in
years," Carr said.
direction, I'm just glad to be a part of
good
a
public
to
broadcasting
from
The change
IL" he added
affairs was not difficult, according to Carr

•Maine economy

BIW wins federal grant for military conversion
BA lii, Maine t APi - Bath Iron 51(irks
will receive about $5 million in federal
matching funds to finance its effoes to reentercommercial shipbuilding,official% said
Fnday
The ships ard. Maine's largest private
employ er. was among 31 businesses honored at the White House with Advance Research Prinet:t Agencs grants on Fridas
the award, worth about S5 million to
BIW, is part of a $id million project de-

HIW .s
The mimes will allow BIN to proceed this ass ard is a cntical milestone in
signed to help the ships art]des clop dual use
said.
Gildart
plan."
strategic
the
into
technologies for military and civilian appli- with plans for a competitive entry
Rep Olympia Snowe.R -Maine. said the
international market for commercial ships.
cations. Maine's congressional leaders said
will "go far in making B1%. a globalIs
grant
commerfirst
its
land
to
Rep Torn Andrews. I) Maine. said the The ships aid hopes
competitive chips ard.'
1997.
by
contract
cial
President
es
"underscor
matching grant
"This grant is a recognition of Bath's
The Bath project calls for partnerships
Clinton's commitrivent to the revitalization
in the shipbuilding field.'• Sens
leadership
owner
two ship
of our commercial shipbuilding inelostrs " with two foreign shipy anis
Mitchell and William Cohen said in
George
a
and
States
United
the
in
based
operators
fuOUT
"This is a step toward rebuilding
said HIV.' a statement "We commend Bath's comture." Andrews said after the White House U S supplier of ship machinery.
mitment to expending the U.S. robe is COM(Adam
Kevin
spokesman
is
n
administratio
Clinton
cererions "The
merciaI shipbuilding"
ahead.
lie
still
challenges
many
"While
putting investment where its words have been
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Workers see last day at shipyard
• Coffman calls for drug testing
t
• Mitchell speaks on U.S. involvemen

•Military invc

•International turmoil

•Maine economy

reds Mather witnesses coup firsthand
Last day at the shipyard forarehund
you going to get 120Maine woman doms A large percentage of the coun

KITTERY, Maine (AP) -- Friday was
the last day on thejob for hundreds of workers
at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
About 465 people were laid off Friday,
bringing the work force at the submarine
overhaul facility down to about 5,1(10 Two
years ago, 7,000 people worked at the ship-

yard.
Phil Patterson. a 25-year-old plastics fabricator who was laid off, said he would probably walk out the gates and head to his new
job — reopening a neighborhood grocery
store in Biddeford
"I've got something going. but it's still a
big shock," said Patterson "I won't see
some of these people maybe ever again
Several of the lad-off workers have al ready found new jobs. said Richard Hodgdon, manager of the Maine Job Sets ice Office in Biddeford.
"I've gone toevery single joh fan they ve
had down there for the last ayears and I have
never had as large a group of people come up
to me and say they already had new jobs," he
said "I was amazed It's gratriy mg, really."
Patterson sad the yard helped his transition by giving four-months layoff nouces and
by carrying his health insurance for another 20
months Others credited the yard for O.ing
employees time off to go to lob interviews and
making education grants available through the
('enter in Kittery

"Where else
BATH,Maine(AP) - A
days notice? For me it was almost the perfect doing AIDS education work in Burundi
amount oftime," said Patterson, who worked hadn't been heard from since a coup rocked
at the yard for five years.
the tiny African nation, the director of her
Paul Lizotte ofLyman,a nine-year welder. program said Friday.
got a lower-paying welding job in Portland
Tamara Lou Gallant, 31, went in SepLizotte. 16. had expected to lose income tember to Burundi, where there was a coup
and tried to become more self-sufficient on on Wednesday night_
his vegetable and animal farm.
Coup leaders who overthrew Burundi's
"We've got five freezers and three of first freely elected president declared a
them are filled," he said He estimated that state of emergency Friday and closed the
half the welders who were laid off have tiny Central African nation to the outside
gotten new johs, many out of state
world.
"A few people didn't want to believe it —
"We have not been able to get in touch
they thought they'd get saved at the last with them," said John Diedrick, program
minute:' he said
director at Population Services InternaMeanwhile the chief lobbyist for the ship- tional, the Washington-based, non-profit
and said many people living near the facility organization for which Gallant worked.
don't believe it will survive another round of
Another American, Robert de Wolfe of
base closings.
(-les eland. Ohio, was also in Burundi for
The Seacoast Shipyard Association has the group, said Diedrick.
cash flow pmblans because the public is
Diedrick said he'd spoken with officonvinced the yard will close in 1995, said cials at the U S State Department, who
William McDonough
told him there were no reports of Ameri"Get off this kick that hecarre we didn't cans hurt in Burundi
close the last time we'll close this time," he said
"This is really an internal thing and is
McDonough criticized the lackluster fi- not directed toward foreigners." said
nancial support from merchants who depend Diedrick.
on the business of yard workers
"I'm sure Tamara is doing fine She's
"Where are our automobile, restaurant, probably holed up in a house somewhere
. McDonough asked
real-estate people"
Gallant has been developing a televi"Why are they not with us? We have limited sion and radio campaign to promote consupport from them"
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try's population is infected with the HIS
virus, Diedrick said Gallant had also
planned a street theater campa:gn on
AIDS education.
George and Beryl Gallant of Bath said
they were waiting to hear from their daughter
Gallant's husband, Frederic Robin, had
tried to join his wife when the coup stopped
his plane from landing in Bujumbura's
international airport He was detained in
Rwanda
Meanwhile,in Burundi,the fate il're•
ident Melchior Ndaday remained unclear
There were several unconfirmed reports
that he had been killed
The coup ended B urundi•s fly e - month
experience with democracy and raised the
specter of fresh bloodletting in a nation
w here tens of thousands have died in ethm:
fighting in recent years.
The country's borders were sealed,corn
munications were cut, the international airport at the capital. Bujumbura. was closed
and traffic was halted at Burundi•s port on
Lake Tanganyika. The army declared a
state of emergency.
'The Bunirnli capital is virtually kola;
ed from the rest of the world,- the state
radio in Kigali, the capital of neighbonng
Rwanda, reported Friday.
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I'm getting my
Engineering Degree,
now what?

You've spent years sitting in the cluster picking over
your Fortran program. You've spent more hours in your
college career working out Thermodynamic problems than
you have on all your electives combined. After years of
having your best friends a slide rule and a calculator,
you've almost found out the whole meaning behind it allGetting a job.
Go to the engineering job fair.
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Drug testing proposed by Coffman

we should all he held up to the same
with testing to cover
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — An Old each regular session,
standard," Coffman said "I'm not treating
that
ng
"anythi
-alcohol
g
includin
drugs
to
Town lawmaker who initially declined
this lightly let's have everybody tested
judgement"
deny he had smoked marijuana when asked impairs any
Coffman recalled that when the matter of
• Because there's a lot of impaired judg
about an odor emaRating from his motel
a use arose when he was asked
marijuan
by,
added
Spurred
he
)
(AP.
ON
there."
NG]
down
WASHI
mom in the closing days of this year's leg- ment
a Ranger Mil.; News reporter.
by
it
about
known
well
to
a
Coffman, who says he has
challenges to President Clinton's authority
islative session wants legislators to undergo
h" was to shrug it off as
appreciation for incense and uses it fre- "my first approac
send troops abroad, Senate Democrats began regular drug testing.
'•
business
"my
,
pleasant
smell
the
war-mak
finds
of
he
a comprehensive review Friday
Rep. Ralph 1 Coffman, D-Old Town, quently because
"It took me a couple of days," he said,
ing powers and the role of ll.S troops in the riled the drug testing measure for introduc- was already caught up in contmversy when
his use of incense as a possible
describe
to
use
a
manjuan
about
s
question
into
era
post-Cold War
tion when the Legislature reconvenes in he ran
for the motel room odor.
tion
explana
adjournAs the Legislature labored toward
Democrats and Republicans pushed dur- January It will be among about 450 proposAsked to he as direct as possible about
budget
state
a
on
vote
to
powers
t's
refusal
initial
the
presiden
curb
his
to
ment,
days
recent
ing
als slated to be taken up for review Sunday
na smoking Friday. Coffman said:
brought the House of Representatives to a marijua
as commander in chief. Immediate restric- by the Legislative Council.
not
did
"I
a House rule requiring all
tions were staved off amid vigorous White
Coffman said Friday the late June inci- standstill Citing
He added "Maybe I should have denied
present to vole on pending matters,
House opposition.
dent did not involve marijuana, but that members
then and there •
right
it
n.
expulsio
Senate Democrats.led by Majority Lead- publicity sumninding the matter has contin- some lawmakers ...ailed for his
Now,he said, "if the public 's interested
of
content
the
d
it
criticize
Friday
had
.
who
said
,
1)-Maine
Coffman
.
Mitchell
er George
ued to dog hint
representatives are
and the process by which and demands that their
w as time for a wholesale study ofthe suitable
"It doesn't feel good when your kids the speridingpackage
we should all he
think
I
then
e-free.
substanc
it was developed, subsequently apologized.
mle for Amencan troops after the collapse of have to take taunts in school," he said.
And I'll he the first one"
tested.
ve
legislati
that
d
predicte
he
Friday,
On
the Soviet Union
Denouncing "false accusations," CoffLawmakers already face a workload exon his
"I acknowledge openly that the events the man said his proposed legislation was in- leaders probably "won't be too keen200 measures in the 1994 regular
drug testing proposal, but said he would ceeding
past week increased my determination to do tcnien to address any lingenng concerns.
g bills held over from this
includin
session,
ion_
introduct
its
reject
to
each
to
this so that were not responding
Coffman said he would require drug appeal any decision
agency. submissions
and
session
sear's
"If there's that much interest out there.
individual crisis on an ad hoc basis," Mitchell testing at the convening and adtournment of
said.
The centerpiece of the review will be
•Faulty jack
aluation of the War Powers Act, which
requires U S troops to be withdrawn from
hostile situations ifCongress does not give its
t Fire Chief Frank
approval within 90 days of their arrival
station attendant found him after underneath, Assistan
BANGOR. Maine (AP) — A man and a gas
e
said.
Dinsmor
Since the act passed in 1973 over the
help
for
his cries
whose head was pinned by a pickup heanng
The man suffered a gash on his forehead
objections of Richard Nixon.subsequent presSmith, who was rescued by a fire crew,
underneath it Friworking
while
truck
appeared to he going in and out of
and
night
Friday
n
conditio
idents have refused to recognize it and leadfair
in
reported
day appeared to float in and out of con- was
work.
sness. Dinsmore said
not
consciou
will
it
said
have
Center
rs
ing lawmake
Maine Medical
ciousness before he was rescued, fire at the Eastern
••There's no telling how much longer
On several occasions, presidents have pmtruck, which was sitting on
pickup
The
of officials said
had.'• Dinsmore said "It was imperasided Congress notice of the commitment
ricks, rolled forw aid and came to a rest on he
Jerry Smith's head was pinned between
that we got there when we did
tive
anposed
s
deadline
working
was
time
U S. troops within the
Smith's forehead while he
a cement block and a tire rim when a nurse
by the act but have said they were doing to
voluntanlv and noi in oniipl;ancr 101 that LAN

Man's head pinned underneath pickup
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The Dunlap Corporation, a New England
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the Cie. tnimagnetis itilitu

lbes use ra

.11,, vs a% es that an cut nght through °blest.
lI ke floating dust clouds help ;isnot),'titerS

hat hes hes orkl them
Zhao said he used to work threcils st ith
the \'erv large Arras. a -shaped setup ill

ObSer SC V.

enormous. sky -pointed radio dishes in Ness
Mexico This is w here he acquired most of
the info/Trianon he presented Enda)
Scientists like Thaui have also gathered useful data from the Very Large Baseline Arras,a
widels -spaced network ol radio tefes,,lipes that

streti.h asToss. the NO1111 Alliellt all ointment,
nicluding Hassan and the N. ligin Islands
Zhao said his obsers anon.in,I uded a ring
of gases in the galactic center that may has e
been the remnants of a supernos a,an exploded star from long ago
Tests on the nng's velocits show that it is
s

spinning quite lapidls,as if it were orbiting
something with a great mass lhao said iinc
g, .• andidate loi the hullo( its rotation is a
black hole, an obit% I current!) thought to
flICI *A ohm gala'.'. centers
Black holes has e been a hi ii ti Tic in the
sc within world all through the latter hall of
the 20th century lhe lectuntig astronomer
said black holes hint enough gra% national
force to bend and absorb light, as well as slow
skean time itself
They are also thought to he tremeni.kius
sources ofenergs he said,and modern thrones
place thou at the dead centers of galaxies where
they function as a sort of cosmic fuel tank
lhao's hypothesis is supported because
despite the apparent high mass of 54 haieVef is
causing the gas ring to zrxim around, it has a
low volume
\ l)
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SPIFFY

More
tought
part of
WASHINGTON
Clinton pushed his cn
strong way to comb
crime and violence"
proposal was promptt
'wan cntic as too wea

Clinton,in his wee'
Democratic crime leg
for Senate debate this
"more police,fewer g
new alternatives for f
The president said
with greater personal
before the cou itry ca.
cems. including the r

from page 1

ships and other endeas or.to benefit the campus The mones that SPIFFY will manage
comes from donations and private contributions to the I.'Maine Foundation. not tmm

care, expanded trade
my
"The Amencan pc
that the 're not sects

is prim:int) concerned w ith making sound investments which still presenc
md cultis ale the foundation's funds rather
than trying to make a quick profit
-Trying to make the 11)11%1 MOW% alw ass
also ins-oh-es taking the most risk and that's
not what SPIFFY is out to do by a long shot.-

their streets, or eve,
Clinton said."When(
often at the hands
guns its pretty tough

student's tuition or tees
SPIM

Dr Strong said
Their are currently 125 students who are
registered membersof SPIFFY each 01 whom
participates in one of six special conaninees
specialiiing in fields such as trading. ac-

counting and research, he said
SPIFFY has a heads insestedunfisestocks
and one hood and is researching for future
ins estments Students are free to research
topics on their ow T I and present them during
SPIFFY., week's meetings
"Anshods can take the floor. all thc- fuse
todo is ask and thes can come up front and pk.k1

a case to Sell a security oc buy a secunty ,so its
tarrus mixtopen.- Andrew Vannziaas,seraor
pallols. manager of the tund. said "W C us to

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE,TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

hink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately.
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this
if you begin SA% rigPUSI S1114) a month at
age thirty, you can act umulate St54,o3i•
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wan ten years au-id you'd need to set aside
S211 a month to reach the same goal

At TIAA-CREF we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible—with flexible
retirement and tax-defe-red annuity.
plans. a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 7 7, years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
.vourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side

Saari piassesisga yearfusatre. Call oar Earallaseas ?Isaias 1800,42-2SM
—5 years ofensuring the future
for those who shape it7
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be a link bit mforriud in that respect
SPIFFY meets Wednesday sin 115 Donald
P Corbett Hall Students interested in becoming insolsed with SP1111, are encouraged to monitor meetings or visit SPIF11"S

Alice at 337 Corbett
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More police,
tougher laws
part of bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Clinton pushed his crime bill Saturday as a
strong way to combat an "explosion of
crone and siolence" in Amenca, but the
proposal was promptly derided by Republican critic as too weak.
Clinton,in his weekly radio address,said
Democratic come legislation that comes up
for Senate debate this week would provide
"more police, fewer guns,tougher laws and
new alternatives for first offenders '•
The president said providing Americans
with greater personal security is essential
before the cou-itry can focus on other concerns, including the need for better health
Cafe, expanded trade and a stronger economy

The A mencan people increasingly feel
that they •re not secure in their homes, on
their streets, or even in their schools:.
Clinton said "When our children are dying.
often at the hands of other children with
guns.its pretty tough to talk about anything
else
The Democrats' crime bill -- similar
to One killed by GOP opposition in thc last
Congress — would put 50,000 more police officers on the streets, impose a fiveday waiting period before handgun purchases, and set up "boot camp''' as an
alternative form of discipline for firsttime offenders. Clinton also supports a
provision that would make it illegal for
minors to possess handguns under most
circumstances and is pushing a drug-control strategy putting added emphasis on
rehabilization and treatment
The president said that the problems are
but
so big "we can't solve them over night.
within adversity there is some hope today'
in the administration's strategies for fight-

their stuff at Saturday's football game (Page photo.)
Members of the UMaine Marching Band strut

•Foreign affairs

Clinton's foreign policy battles far from over

Leahy. 3 strong Clinton aHs
ments But last weeks Senate votes Aspin from
WASHINGTON 1.4Pt — While a noisy deploy
weighs heals ier with the presitedly
undoub
be
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a long war over the conduct of U.S. policy dent
administration and key allies in Congress
Cabinet merthers front Rep Frank McCioabroad
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D-Ind.. and Sens. Alfonse
There are signs the administration real- skey.
foreign policy and how to fix it.
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and
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derstanding that they need
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Clinton's crhae hill and ding policy as too State V. alert Christopher and Defense Secquietly' suggesting to Clinton that he
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they
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adminis
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improvements."
well served by his two most
weak and promoted GOP legislation he said retary Les Aspin.
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not
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was stronger
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from President Clinton this mornin
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hollow
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these situations in the best way possible."
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said Sen Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.
supporting a very weak hill." Pressle
n's
"There has to be a thoroughgoing resaid in the GOP response to Clinto
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evaluation of policy:• said Rep. Lee Hamradio address
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Deanna L. Partridge

5 fri,Intosti
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"Extreme case" Red Cross practice dummy
PAvt-

Two weeks ago. Hearts and But-thead shared the front cover
Rather
1- 72.frs
of Newsweek with [)as id Letterman Last week. Dan
.
talked about them on the CBS Evening News The newspaper
horror
hare been continuously bombarded with articles relating
because
supposedly
like
the
and
fires
setting
tales of children
and his dysfuncthe', watch Beasts and But-thead on MTh' - as if Bail Simpson
enough
Bonus Activity:
tional family weren't moronic
obiection to cartoon
Listen to secret messages by playing
A lot of the commotion being raised seems to be in
ives of our
representat
g
unflatterin
being
ead,
his speeches backwards
Butt-h
and
is
Rea%
as
characters, such
Political science for Sesame Street
culture
as "American IMES
I ha% e come to belies e that there is no longer such a thing
the pos.-war •Too mud)',tenure
at
hack
look
to
easy
is
It
one
was
ever
culture." thus assuming there
work. prosper!'..
1450s and cite "Mom. Dad, and the nuclear family, victory, hard
and apple pie" as Ol'R culture However, that
Cart. appliances, the flag. tele% ision
Americans.
technicokir little picture ignores the larger reality of the Afncan
also made up
who
out on them is not
others
countless
and
Americans
Native
kmencans.
Japanese
It seems as though our great three on,but taking problems
our country at that time
did not do much for the solution.
reflections of day October break
"Leave it to Beaver" and "Father Knows Best- were not accurate
With stress comes worry. with too
are not only
people
around
predominantly stress. All
American culture They were false ideals set-up to instruct the
loses focus. A few
worried about homework and tests, but much won-y a person
white middle class how they should he
book helps. Breaks
the
had
it
from
to say
are so tired they do not know how they m nutesaway
Today. Arnenca is much too diverse and beleaguered by problems
as
new
not
is
ics
demograph
s
population'
any one culture This diversity of our
are going to make it through the week. are needed
of people
much as It is that we are finally beginning to recognize that the mayonty
It is hard to keep up with the reading
Tests are needed. but they do cause
are not mann reflections of the people on our television screens
some classes, but the more
what's on major tension. Even students who faith- required for
The adults of the world have suddenly become up in arms over
the night before the test, the
to
prior
done
chosen for fully study and usually do well, can feel
teles ision Suddenly they don't approse of the hahy sitter they base
as
watching
up
the
grew
better
ptograms
their
.
hOICS.01TIC
their children V. here are the good 'a
like they are losing control ()Yet
arid the
Tests and exams always bring stress,
kids' What happened to "Flipper." -Lassse,- "The Partridge Fanuly"
down.

I

Take the stress outoftests

"Brady Bunch"'
News flash those programs were nO more an accurate depiction of the real
world I no pun intended for as id MT.‘' viewers) than today's current crop of
ratings sweepers
I think esery one, no matter what their age, went to school with some jerk like
Beam, some retentive overachiever like Alex P Keaton and a moral goodieall
goodie like Blossom And you know what On some level, we hated them
frustration
in
exclaim
Ever
appears"
someone
phoney
how
by
Eser get disgusted
that they just weren't "real"'
Just because there is a TV show that focuses on one type of person doesn't
the
mean that is the only type of people out in the world If you get CO caught up on
then
stereotypes perpetuated by television to think that is what life is really like,
1 10n sou watch and how little
may he you should reconsider iust how much tele% ,
of a life you hase of your own
author just wanted go sas that she has learned the :eating about being
Diane from "Cheers - was reallv a compliment: she doesn I rare if people
up to
equate her to Suzs from Cal,in and Hobbes because Su;l is going to grow
between herself
be a successful and well-adjusted woman and an
and Beat it and But-thead 5 classmate ISanah lc coin, idrnial Residet, considering the alternatives, the comparisons colt i be a lot worse
The
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grades by getting weighed
Mosteveryone has pulled an all-night- the important thing for people to rememcare of
er in their college career. For some this is ber is to do their hest, but take
.
Os) big deal, for others this can cause themselves. Eat and sleep regularly
away
problems. such as missing classes and Study and allow for some time
from the books.
feeling sick the next day.
Do not let stress become more than it
Moods also change with stress. It
helps to talk to people about what is going needs to be. KJS)

To the Editor
Recently, I read in T
that people wonder ss hy
get more entertammeni
letter was referring to !
ing at Colby and not he
great question. I woulc
something a bit smaller
On Fnday October
from Boston played at
The hand, Letters to Cie
probably expecting a c.

•Campus then

Wife's
To the Editor

This is an open lettei
retwoed rirr red jacke
Lounge in Ste% ens Hall
Oct II
Please take good ca
was a present from my
you as warm as it used i
I can tell you it was
car when I left the can'
but of course, that's m
leasing my jacket on a

•Karl Bean

So long
To the Editor-

•Consider everyone

HeadsIwin, tails you win
As the saying goes -there are two
sides to every coin.- The government
mtist include both sides of decision making Criln, incorporating both the majority and the minonty of those affected.
A new environmental policy proposed hy Vice President Gore was mous ated by an inclusive good of recycling. but excluded the interests of economic stability in Iwo Maine towns,
Lincoln and Brewer
Gore created a coin— heads, a vision of promoting the environment and
tails the economic welfare of 1(100
v.oi kers and their families
I.inc ,In Pulp and Paper and Eastern
Fine employ nearly 1(XX)people at their
paper mills. Lincoln converts sawdust
into paper at the mill, and the Brewer
mill depends upon Lincoln to send the
convened sawdust to them.
Gore wanted to incorporate a lawthat would not allow the go% eminent to
buy paper made from sawdust because
the feeling is that sawdust is not being

If we(

recycled in the paper-making process.
Two Maine towns would have absorbed a major economic blow Both
mills depend upon the government for
15 to 20 percent of their paper output.
Senator Mitchell was able to consince Gore that imposing this ban would
only' create mounds of unused. spaceconsuming sawdust, while threatening
the welfare of entire communities due
to potential mill closings.
The upper-eschelon office-holders
often do things as a means of promoting
a new agenda but which totally cancel
out a way of life that has remained
constant for years.
There are many changes constantly
going on in the world, and everyone
wants to keep up. but no one on the
negatively' affected side of the coin
should he totally ignored. Changes may
do some people a world of good. but to
those who are not included in the benefits shouldn't be totalk kiL'ked out of
the picture 1/)M(;1

I am writing this Id
of the people who kr
for all of the people
Karl was a good t
will miss him great
strong, personal by
and his adamant belii
truth and just should
miss r
the end. I
to study in the hbrar!
Geddy's with Kart
It may seem silly
the paper for everyo
my way of saying g:
Foi those of you
Karl. I ask only tha'
understanding with %
mends, and others •
great loss
I also ask that d
and administration
grieving students T
discuss suicide sun
Of treat the whole
MOVIC

Although many

may have already f

some of u, base rs
inside of me will he
time.
Goodbye K;
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•Entertainment

--tiolCA performance
;,

If we don't show they won't either We clapped
To the Editor
Recently, I read in The Marne Campus
that people wonder why UMaine does not
get more entertainment on campus The
lener was referring to Spike Lee appearing at Colby and not here While that is a
great question. I would like to focus on
something a bit smaller
On Friday October 15. a great hand
from Boston played at the Damn Yankee
The hand.Letters:o Cleo,came to UMame
probably expecting a campus of this size

my

to bring hands for us to listen to, and no
one shows up. how can students expect to
have other hands come? You can be assured that word of such a disappointing
turnout to this show will get around to
other Boston-are.: hands Soon, no hand
time
will be willing to drive this far from the
our
,
in
The size of the crowd cannot
known world just to play to a couple of
opinion, be due to the quality of the band
cally, can
They are recording artists and have a good diehards Would you? So, realisti
here?
reputation in Boston. which is probabl) you expect Spike Lee to come
h) they were asked to come here in the
Scott Brezovsks and Jay Horetzke
first place
Students
When our campus spends good money

to be able to attract a large, perhaps even a
sellout. crowd Now. I don't know what
you call a good crowd, but to me around
40 people doesn't cut it Despite the small
crowd, most of those there had a great

•Campus theft
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To the Editor

The musicians of the renowned LetpLig
Gewaraltaus OtchmAra, which perfoimed
Of. CalTINS, SIT as Odd let
I aentiod something was strange at the
end of their fura piece, Mendelseohn's Ray
Bias overture, which we% warmly appiauded. Except for music director Kurt Manx.
who seems to have borrowed his conducting style from Joe Cocker, orchestra members simply stood demunsly while the embalm clapped and .:herretI. I chalked this up
to German formality, and settled back to
enjoy the rest of the Mendelssohn ssnd
Beethoven
jacket when our kids still need
a
new
on
It was indeed in,Ucryable even to my
steal
to
for a predator
hoots.
winter
and
clothes
warm
ear Crisp, taut and s lear — full of
wooden
—
No matter where you go these days
I was taught by my parents that Ran of :malty and distinctness. There were far too
be
must
you
—
s
campu
a
college
on
even
being a decent person was to respect other
teeny empty seats for the quality of the
on guard. or SORIC011e will take advantage
said.
always
father
My
y
propert
s
people'
music By the time it was all over, hOWC Vof your every move. What a society we live
"if it's not yours, leave it alone "In spite of
I alsonst %Ailed I heart come: I don't
a,
in
the kind of pernot
I'm
glad
I'm
loss.
my
beirg urinshed. especially by Perf`mmLike
I find myself hoping you are a poorer
you are You who have apparently
however atonic — whom i have
--son
ers
afford
can't
you
s
perhap
that
I.
person than
have actually
nothing
for
ing
to sce.
someth
dearly
gamed
paou'
that
.
your own jacket I must admit, though
lost more than I have, you are a thief
Meinserminits. mud*Ow at die end
to
imaghard
poserts
of
level
a
such
find
I
at the t.Y.V1Cat the black-clad musicians
ine I am living under the poverty line with
Dav id Seager
stood their Like ad mum scAttcs,ws
just
a wile and two children, it was no small
te Student
Gradua
After the last number,die crowd would nor
sacrifice for us to be forced to spend money
be still, and the applause and "bravos"
went on longer than I've ever seen here.
Mawr bowed and beamed. bat tbe rami•Coffee shop
clans stared ...Whet) intr the audrrence with
ill-conoraled iingamence,perhaps evert disdain. There was no encore. With nary a
mit lithe hunch, the orchestra turned
backs rod silently shuffled off stage
their Mclobs. making McMoney
at
foe
work
To the Editor
Psalm, Anatole Weack of the music
so they can base a McLife
Now, as far as I'm concerned, my
depulmeat was there Perhaps the musiHi I'm a senior student Every mornwonderful sense
a
has
Jerk
cale* Isere tired, he said Beyond that, he
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buddy
Memori
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s
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noted that many ITILIsiCUM front the forme:get of humor
al Union third floor coffte chop and
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probab
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all,
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that
them
tell
ne
ties between their pay and that of tiheir
someo
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of
Jerk He's the Dasid Letterman
mind.
their
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windmi
Western counterparts.
the a splinter in the
coffee shop scene and goes us all
leave his post
to
about
is
I can syirpathur, but when I see my
Jerk
Coffee
off
day
little sarcasm we need to get the
like
not
do
tors
intstra
and neighbors extending such a
adrfriends
the
e
becaus
to a good start He's great
weltxune to artX.so from afar, the
the result will be a slightly
and
warm
style,
his
been
has
Jerk
Lately. though, Coffee
kast I expect is for them to be gracious
s grayer world.
upset because he says that the "power
be, ..- -smes to
:
Jerk,
Coffee
to
nice
be
gosts. Next ume this glum cr.
So. please
that
that be" don't appreciate him Well,
about popping S.10
remember, we
twice
,
and
think
trators
ru
adminis
Iowa,
loved
ighted
is no surprise The creative. clear-s
"perfect
for a ticket. That's the price of a couple of
not ap- can't all fit into that sisionary
and articulate people are usually
cut us all some slack
So
good CDs'
ideal
"
server
ned
concer
too
pre,iated by people who are
.
honest and let us he normal human beings
good.
a
value
to
ances
appear
with
Stuart J Bullion
adminis- Thanks
man The was it would be if the
te professor and dad
Associa
got
ded.
trators, well meaning hut misgui
Mark Abrams
Department of Journalism]
everyone
It "just right." would he that
Student
they
while
will he wearing McSmiles

Wife's present not meant for thief
To the Editor
This is an open letter to the person who
remosed my red jacket from the Stewart
Lounge in Stevens Hall on Friday morning.
Oct 8
Please take good care of my jacket. it
was a present from my wife. I hope it keeps
you as warm as it used to keep me
I can tell you it was a cold walk to my
car when I left the campus that afternoon.
hut (if course, that's my fault, isn't it, for
leas ing my jacket on a chair in the lounge

•Karl Bean

So long friend
To the Editor-

:es•

for statues

I am writing this letter for myself, all
of the people who know Karl Bean and
for all of the people who d.dn't.
Karl was a good friend of mine and I
will miss him greatly. I will miss his
strong, personal loyalty to his friends.
and his adamant belief that what is right.
truth and just should always win out in
the end. I ill miss nights of pretending
to study in the lihrary, and wild rights at
Goddy's with Karl.
It may seem silly to write this letter to
the paper for everyone to see, but this is
my way of saying goodbye.
For those of you who did not know
Karl. I ask only that you he patient and
understanding with your girlfriends, boy'
a
fnencls, and others who have suffered
great loss
I also ask that the university faculty
and adnunistration he sensitive to these
to
grieving students This is nor the time
.
discuss suicide statistics in your classes
or treat the whole incident like a TV
1110Vie

this
Although many of you who road
.
tease
the
en
forgott
may hese already
some of u, have not T'hi,empty space
long
inside of me will be there for a very
time.
Goodbye Karl We will miss you
Jennifer Perkins

Jerk doesn't fit Mcbill

•l' -rty

Mass exodus for fear of boredom
I ‘i thehima

'NinesI am responding ti‘ the article in%
probg
partyin
the
on
arnpu,
's Maine(
man)
lem in (korai After seeing what
in
other campuses around the country do
to
this situation, lire) that instead of tr.ing
g around
suppress the proNern of partyin

the universits,•vhs not ,to s,niething about
containing it 'It so many residents of()rows
masses"
are coniplammg about the "no ing
to menriot
."
parking
ate
inadequ
and "the
tion drunk closers, iths not create come
things to do to on campus' Why not allow
'
fraternities and tatronties to have parties
Esers private university allows it. there-

are not d,nn 'It ,anipus parMore parties on campus will goe students a reason to ctas on campus and thus
reducing the amount of drunk dosing and
hitchhikers

tire
ties

Olivia Schneider
Student
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY': A
stable. responsible. home-loving person. you
inspire the trust of everyone who the time to
get to know you. You have a patient, methodical way of working through problems.
This can he time consuming. but your persistence and attention to detail pays off in
the end. You don't allow yourself to he
rushed into hasty decisions_
ARILS (March 21 - April 19): You
receive a surprise visit fro:n a family member that puts you in the best of moods.Of you
could decide to take a trip yourself. Things
are running like clockwork, and you're feeling sociable
TAURUS(April ZO - May 20): Reconciling a sensitise issue involving money Or
or loved ones
possessions among tnends
brings a sense of relief and secunty. Celebrate this new found trust by breaking bread
together
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): You may
be feeling a little out of control concerning
recent event and your ability to deal with
them, indicating that it could he time for a
change Consider the Many alternative open

by Bill Watterson
I AM LIRLE. MIR MI
NiSTAXES AND I AGREE. It.
PAM IcR, /401 CooNSEL*Fa
IN FIERA t..0. CrAi_iVt4 MA,1
DECODE AS RESULT or
MI PARENTAL. INEPTITUDE

For Monday,October 25

K.:-

to you
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Some
thing y on'cc been womed about is resolved
to your satisfaction. and you needn't discuss
the situation with anyone 11 you really don't
want to. Your feelings are what counts now.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): An uncanny
ability, to sense a coming change and smoothly adapt to it gives you a decided edge over
others at work. By getting a jump on the
competition. ),ou impress those in authonty.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): The cool
manner in which you handled yourself under
adverse cirinunstanms recently was not lost
on you. Increased resprinsibtlity and perhaps
even a raise are the fruits of your labors.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Indications
are good for vase', education, and public
relations, leading you to make some specific
plans Your new found vision and focus
a heretofore
attract the amorous attention of
secret admirer
SCORPIO i(ct_ 23. Nov. 21): Keep an
eye on the legal questions you've confronted this month, whether they've been satisfactorily resolved or not Staying on top of
these issues keeps them from haunting you
later
SAGITTARIUS (Now. 22 Dec. 21):
Even though you can't do everything, you
are the last to complain Others are likely to
shirk their duties off on you. Ask for help
before you absolutely need it or it may he
too late'
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 -Jan. 19): While
others less committed than you might he
stymied by the ohstat les on encounter, you
work through them The satisfaction this
brings boosts sour energ? and makes you
more prodik
AQUARII S tJan. 2o - Feb. IS: Things
open up when you use all the tools at your
disposal to get the pot. done Your playful
side disamis an antagonistic associate, pro•
siding the opening you need to get things
dime
PISCES Feb. 19. March 20): The spate
of technical difficulties you. e suffered recently finally comes to an end Tate a deep
breath and move ahead with confidence, you
don't nerd to lean on anyone now
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Although extremely creative and daring in
most aspects of your life, few are more can
and conservative in financial matters
You are sparingly traditional in your financial outlook, and are unwilling to take chances with your money. Do not allow caution, a
positive attribute. become stubbornness, a
negative one. Don't needlessly 'mut your
financial opportunities. Push yourself.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): A resolution to a nagging problem is finally in
sight during this influence. Talks begin to
open up. Getting your true feelings out in the
open allows you to take the next important
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step.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Don't
get frustrated when Mercury's influence sty
nue, talks and consensus-building Even
though you may quarrel with people now.
this is short-lived situation and things will

Fury r

I

stabilize soon.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Anything
dependent on a timetable is vulnerable to
disruptions be prepared for delays This
sould mean trouble for travel schedules, or
an inability to focus on a protect with an
Im;rnsfing deadline
- a',('ER (June 21 -July 221: Nothing
seems to go smoothly tiunng this contradictory influence Comniunications are out of
sync, and mechanical glitches put business
on hold Damage control is paramount now.
LEO(July 23- Aug. 22): You may feel
unappreciated on the job. especially after
receiving a less than flattenng review Rather then brooding or taking the news personally, use the constructive cnticism to improse and impress
VIR(;0 tAug. 23 • Sept. 22): When
things his a snag at work and productivity
grinds to a halt, others turn to you to resolve
the situation. Your deft handling of the people and resources at your disposal is not lost
on your superiors.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 • Oct 221: Tension
to spill
fTOTT1 one area of !.0UT life is likely
over into another during this aspect, so you
had better address these issues before they
become totally disruptive!
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nos. 21): You and
your mate rust aren't on the same w aselength. and any accord you may have arnved at recently feels as insubstantial as a
dream The resolution to y our problems isn't
far removed from the source
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Put outside considerations on hald for the
time being. as a few hours of introspection
now can teach you a lot about yourself fly diin't receise a fasorahle response from

the hank. try again another day
An
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone 1-900-4205654 (75e each minute,

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
tilonild astrologer about your
Call 1-000-724-3043 to talk 1-on-1 with a proftse
money, career,
work,
y.
abilit
compaL
arid
personal concens — love
relationships. family

are available seven days a
Not•tape or computer message, Astrologers
62 99 per minute. which is billed
of
oost
a
at
g,
evenin
gh
throu
ng
morni
week,
You must be 18 or older Call
to your telephone The first minute is FREE
6.
today — 1-900-728403
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ArtsForum
Whars
cn the Arts
Scene?

By Anna Satterfield
and Jason Wood

Movie: "licahrik, the Mind.. Pan I,
The Mrsterv of Chi." part of the Food for
Thought Video Lunch Series. 12:15 p.m..
Monday, W._ 25. Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Cool Pool: "Performance by Pocket
8:Bards Artist Dr. Cue. 7 p.m., Monday.
Oct. 15, 101 Neville Hall.
Movie: "Pet Cemetary." 7 p.m.,
Wednesday. Oct 27, 101 Neville Hall.

Saturday night, the Maine Center for the
Arts was entertained by the pol ,tical satire of
the Capitol Steps.
Formed twelve years ago. t7apitol Steps
are a group of former and pretent congressional staffers. Despite the fast they have
performed approximately 3.000shows since
1981, this weekend's appearat ce was their

Admission fee
Movie Benefit: "Black Diamond
Bask" a Warren Miller Ski film. 7:30
p.m, Wednesday. Oct. 27, Maine Center
for the Arts Adrrassinn fee. - see related
story on page 15.
Lecture: "Secant Potter: A Purposeful Life ofAchievement." by Jane Morse.
American liaison officer for the Beatrix
POO= Society, offered by Fogler Library
friends,3 p.m.. Thursday. Oct. 28. Fogier
Library Special Collections_ Free.

On-going arts and
entertainment

TGIF Music, every Friday, noon,
Bangor Lounge. Union.
Moviesfrom lndiaevery Mooday.6:30
p.m., 101 Neville.
Peace Studies Video Lunch Series.
every Monday. 12:15-1:30 p.m.. Bangor

first in Maine
Although the full troupe consists of 20
members,only five members pe rfomi at any
given show and are always accompanied by
a pianist
Performing to a nearly full house. the
Capitol Steps found humor in a wide variety
oftopics ranging from the recenly proposed
health care plan to the plight of aging yuppies and Barney the Dinosaur.
No sooner had the show balm than the
troupe's humor became appar nit A kinef
stand-up routine by Dave Werner. a member of the Steps. served as a warm-up for
the audience Shots were fired in all directions at such easy prey as President Clinton

rial Union.
"Arm Corcoran Cooper. New Paintings." a t'Maine Museum of Art exhibit
through Oct. 25, Camepe Hall.
-Campus Past/Campus Future- Creating Corn/nattily.- an Institutional Planning exhibit through early fall. Alumni
The An Inside. an exhibit of works
by survivors of childhood sexual abuse.
coordinated by Kathi V. all. program nurse
'or Mid -Maine Medical Center's Diagnostic Pr,gram for Child Abuse. Waterv Ile. on display in the Women's Resource
Center. 101 Fernald Hall,thmugh Oct. 16,
of
then on display in the UMaine Museum
Art, Carnegie Hall. November
•On-going arts and entertainmeni are
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By F. J. Gallagher
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By Rebecca Palm
Guest Writer

on"amuse the MCA audience at"Prince Albert of Gore" and "Hilary Clint
.)
photo
tending Capitol Steps (Page
and former President Bush and former Vice
President Dan Quayle The opening segment seemed weak, drawing much of its

hunior from one-note chancatures of the
figures
Sec CAPrFOL on page 15

Exhibit a new way to talk about art
By Dawn Gatz
Volunteer Writer
"Visual Dialogue. Works by Katherine
Porter and Yvonne lacquette." son display
at the t nisersity of Maine's Carnegie Hall
"The two Cl.ntemporars artists has e been
mends for 15 sears. The basis is that each is
an artist, a very successful. famous artist in
her own right. said Sarah Fasoldt. interim
director of the 'Maine Museum 1,1 An
Fasoldt suggested s lessers of the cshibit
look for similarities between lie artists and
their works
"Jacquette is representative. while Porter is abstract and yet there are t =Unties in
energy. palette. action and ligh even though
one gives a natratise." Fasold said
Two of the works in the e;hrbit take the
"dialogue" to another les el - they were pint
creations In what might he c snsidered the
other's
artistic CqUIN alent of finishini. each
sentences. each woman finished apiece that

adds to the exhibit
All of lacquette's work is framed because she uses pastels. that :ire delicate and
bright
need to he protected Porta hears
colorful paint in her anwo.k and does not
frame her pieces The cor trast in artistic
expression was complimentars
Although a gr- it deal f time had been
spent on situating the lighting some pieces
could have been display ed with more appri
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the other had begun
A letter from Bruce Brow i. a friend and
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been incorporated with the atwork
"lacquette is renowned ay her use of
aerial v sew s in her land and city %capes." he
w rote as an accompans mg explanation That

See DIALOGUE on page 16

Maine Masqu

•Upcoming m

•Talkin' art

Lounge, Union.
Marne Review Poetry Readings, first
Tuesday of eaers month. Ram's Horn.
Movie and Use Music every Thursday. 7:30 p.m.. Ram's Horn.
Charlie Chaplin. The Early Films of a
Screen Legend,the Mid-day Tuesday Video Program. 2:30-430 p.m., every Tuesday. FFA Room. Memorial Union.
"Mato in Black and What."a Unaine
Museum of Art exhibit, Oct 14-Dec.I,
Hole in the WallGallery.Mensnrial Union
"Theatre Dept. Exhibition,- a UMaine
Museum of An exhibit. through Oct. 31.
Hauck Gallery. Memorial Union.
Wends Mark Monoprint Workrhop."
a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit through
Nov 3, 1938 Gallery, Carnegie Hall
'Mortoprints.' The John Scott Workshop," a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit,
through Nov.8,Graphics Gallery,Memo-
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Carnegie Flail
Katherine Porter's "Broadway Breakfast" brings energy to
(Geyerhahn photo)
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•Maine

Masque review

"Importance ofbeing earnest" succeeds in first run
By F. J. Gallagher

Staff Writer

EMI

Sunday was a cold, gray day and! had a
mountain of homework to do I knew I
should at least ay to make some prog,reas
and if! didn't the load would only increal
on Monday.So.I did the only thing I could....1
blew it off.
I thought to myself,"Diumnis I'm a student at the glorious University of Maine
here in Orono, and as such I'm entitled to
certain rights and privileges accorded that
status."
One of those privileges is free tickets to
any of the Maine Masque productions. in

fact, you could go to every performance if
you wanted. 1, however contented myself
with the Sunday matinee performance of
-The Importance of Being F.arnest" by Oscar Wikle.
Now, Wilde is not exactly my cup of
mead, but the current production mounted
by director Sandra Hardy was well worth the
price of admission.
The play, set in turn-of-the-century England, hinges on several deceptions,all perpetrated in the name of "love" and "romance." This practice, evidently a major
form ofdiversion for one of the lead characters, is termed "bunburying."
As one of the main "bunburyists,"Scott

Stanley is a hoot as Algernon Sitoncrieft.
I've never seen him in any other productions, but his timing and delivery were
great. He projected this underlying sense of
sarcaion that was hilarious. Of course it
CIVes a comic performance well to have a
couple of good straight men to play off,and

Stanley did.
As Lady Bracknell, Deborah Eli perfectly skewered the social conventions and
double standards of the morality of the time.
Every gesture,every wicked snap ofthat fan
she wielded was a killer.
Miss Prism, played by M. Kerry Campbell was outstanding as the governess in
charge ofan impressionable young victims of

Algernon's •bunburying." With those uny
spectacles glued to the bridge of her nose,she
was every inch an imposing presence.
The production overall was fantastic
The sets and lighting were very effective,
and the costumes captured the spun of the
era. I found myself leaving the theater having been thoroughly entertained.
I was pleased to see a fairly good turnout
for this performance, much higher than 1
guessed would show up. A conservative
estimate put the crowd at 90 people.
The production will also be rerformed
on Oct 29 and 30 at 8 pm.. and Oct. 28 and
3i at 2 pm. at linuet Auditorium in the
Memorial Union.
Aimee

emeirisirommer

•Upcoming movie

Movie tickets to help fight multiple schlerosis
By Rebecca Palmer
Guest Writer

e at-

if the

My mother and uncle have multiple
sclerosis,a mysterious disease that attacks
the brain for daysor months without w arcing. During these attacks, plaques foim on
the brain and even the spire effecting different pans of the body.deteriorating anything from mobility to coniprehension.
Some of ihe effects are temporary. but
many are permanent. It bothers toe that my
little sister, who is only nine, will never

Capitol
What followed was a vast improvement.
The stage was set with the bare essentials,
yet that was all the Capitol Steps required
Rotating on and off stage, various members
of the troupe performed parodies of such
songs as"Like a Rolling Stone,""Little Old
Lady from Pasedena" and "Friends in Low
Places." each taking a different target. The
satire was always amusing. often uproariaua, and clearly respected the audience's
intelligence and knowledge of current events
As with much comedy. certain elements
hit while others did not. Not once, but twice.
"presidential also-ran" H Rocs Perot was parodied on stage with the pre-requisite large ears
and Texas colloquialisms 'While amusing. his
aarearames and the mocking of hia ranning
y
painfull
were
le,
Stockda
mate Adm lames

rftneraber the way my mate: used to be
when she was a baby and I was tovwing up.
MS is a caippling a ad sometimes dewily
disease, which is most revalentia theNoetbcost Doctors do not bow its cause or even
if it s genetie. There are only experiegiotal
(Anti s so the symptoms are the only thing
that aan be treated.
ou may have seer .he dramatic change
in celebrities such as Annette Funiceito and
ma& Richard Prim ;six) also have M.
Both aave appeared on talk shows such as
Oprab iind Donahue to ineniase public aware-

M.:one Center for the Arts. It's Wdlreil
Miller's laresi feature-k:ngth ski film. Thc
proceeds will go to the Jimmie lieuga
Centel for MS reaealeh and the Maine
Chapter of the MS Society. Each ticket
includes $7 off a lift-ticket at Sugarloaf
USA. "tickets can be purchased through
the box office or in the Memorial Union or
in front ol Hauck Auditorium from 11
p m. Monday, Tuesday and
sin
Wednesday. Please support this cause
which effects so many pewit who live in
OW area

from page 14
dated A year ago, their humor would have
been toeical, but now it came off as stale.
But. of coerce. an entire performance
cannot he built on today's headlines, although the rnajonty of the material was torn
from recent news The Kimba Wood babysitter scandal, David Korrsh's stand- off in
Waco, Hillary's level of influence in the
White House and the recent Mid-East Peace
Treaty were all parodied by the Steps.
Digs at Political Correctness and the
apathetic attitudes of college students also
were 'era successful in their attempts
Fast-paced and lively. the Capitol Steps
were anything but dull. Their bipartisan
humor'a a',stinging and highly entertaining.
by all
resulting it an evening ot great laughs
ce.
in the audien

Liinfg
r et
Students fome
Tuesday, October 26
at 7pm ill
Totman's Lounge
Memorial Union
Hall

ness of MS and to talk about their individual
experiences
There needs to be more research into the
u eatraent and prevention of multiple sclerosis. There is very little known about this
disease although there is mach speculation
about its cause and whether it is a viru.a Or
not, The reality is that this disease effects
yoting adults, but not at random because it
OCCIIII so much in OW 311:41.
On campus this week there will be a
movie called -Black Diamond Rush- on
Wednesday. Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the

October "Steal Deals"!
Coke, Diet Coke
& Sprite
6 pack 16 oz bottles
$1.99 deposoZ

Roller

Grill
Burritos
$.99

Pe psi Diet Pepsi
& Mountain Dew
6 pack 16 oz. bottles
$2.49 tal *
deposit

Natural Light
1/2 Barrels
àsa

Bud , er
Suitcases

$14.99
Budweiser
12 packs

flfl deposit
•ILI a

Kegs of beer available at our
Orono store only. All specials
good from 10/1/93 through
10/31/93.

Receive a free Trica or
Treat bag with any Pepsi
multi-pack purcnase.
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•Hole in the Wall

What's black and white and red all over?
By Mike Werts
Volunteer Writer
Trash hag box covers are among the
forms featured in"MaJo in Fllac k and White."
a series of monotypes and collages featured
at the Hole in the Wall Gallery in the Memonal Union.
The *Lys wt.-redone by Maio Keleshian.
a graphic artist at UMaine. The monotypes
were created by placing objects on top of
inked. fiberglass plates and running them
through an edging press. Collages were
then created by tearing and cutting them into
pieces.
Aside from the basic forms and textured
surfaces Keleshian uses in her art,"Maki in
Black and V/hite" has no intentional pattern.
Stalling from the left and working one's
way clockwise, the first collage depicts a
footprint imbedded in stone and another
foot on the back of the arrow head Keleshian said this work was placed there tw)
the viewer would look at it and muse on.
Howe er, the viewer is unprepared for the
surpnses that will follow.
The first thing one notices is that the title
"Maio in Black and White" is a misnomer
for many of Keleshian's works She uses a
small amount of red in her collages to accentuate them
For example. "Black/Redk'ircles- con-
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after playing at Souther
gained a rookie record
followed it up with an !
son record of 2.105 yar
He finished a 10 1/2with 13,259 yards rushi
to the 16,726 yards ga
Pa 'ton of the Chi o I

shades of black.
Keleshian's monotypes also combine
simplicity with abstractness."X0," a black
and white monotype,follows this format. It
features many squiggly Xs and one 0 on a
black background. like millions of sperms
trying to o.ulate a line egg
Keleshian •s other rnonotypes project similar Xs. Os. and other letter-like lines They
also feature larger, more simple forms that
pierce through the monotony of a black
background.
Overall. "Mali) in Black and White" is
worth a look if you like abstract art and has e
a few minutes to spare. The exhibit will be
on display until Dec. I.

/SAL TIMOR E A
Orioles manager Johnn;
eral manager Roland I
two-year contracts
Oates. 53, was sign(
contract with an optic
season, the team said.
Oate' status had be
speculation as the seaso
and the sale of the team,
financier Eli Jacobs to
Peter An los. was con

Happiness is not needing some sappy quote to
describe your own happiness

Wall
One of the many pieces of art open to interpretation in the Hole in the
photo.)
ser
Gallery. (Wickenhei

Dialogue

from page 14

pnate lighting to be inure appealing_
A combination of how the lights were
focused and the predominant use of black in
the paintings produced a glaring effect. The
result was that instead of being able to look
at the painting, one could only see the light
reflecting off of the black
More disappointing than the poor lighting upon such an interesting exhibit is the
fact that the effons of the gallery organizers

have gone largely unnoticed by the general
campus community.
"For the most part, it is only students
stopping in between classes who look at the
artwork," Fasaldt said.
"Visual Dialogue." which will he on di,
play until Nov. 7 in the 1938 Gallery of Carnegie hall, is Fasoldt's first opportunity to put
her stampon a season already'largely. arranged
by her predecessor.('harks Shepard.

[MID-DAY
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tains a Wait. rocklike figure. a small, red
circle, and a large, round circle that resembles
X-ray pictures of human teeth "Black/Red/
T" also features a small, red splotch. This
appears in a hole ofa large cross, with a smaller
cross underneath. "Red" is also used in most
of Keleshian's other collages. representing
small squares, circles and arrowheads
Although Keleshian uses red mostly in
small quantities, it plays a more predominant role in two of her works. One of her
other collages features a large, red box with
black swimming pool handles that seem to
beckon the viewer. The other features the
previtrisly mentioned garbage hag boxes in
a monotype, with two shades of red and two

Tilt

The Maine Campus,

Charlie Chaplin
THE EARLY FILMS OF
A SCREEN LEGEND
October 26
harlie Chaplin at Mutual Studios 11 (1916)
I. One A.M.
2. The Pawnshop

3. The Floor Walker
4. The Rink

TUESDAY 2:30 P.M.
"IYYTMAN IA)UNGE
MEMORIAL UNION
Sponsored by the Memorial Union
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• Black Bears fall short on Homecoming
• UMaine hockey picks up sweep of Providence
• Black Bear field hockey clinches NAC berth

he Campus]•UMaine football
Sports Ticker Black Bears miss by inches 14-13
Dickersdh formally retires
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Amid minimal fanfare, Eric Dickerson, the second-leading rusher in NFL history, formally announced his retirement.
Only a handful of reporters and camera crews attended a hastily called news
conference at a West Hollywood hotel as
Dickerson reiterated what was already
known: His career wa.s finished.
Dickerson was a first-round draft
choice of the Los Angeles Rams in 1983
after playing at Southern Methodist. He
gained a rookie record 1,808 yards and
followed it up with an NFL single-season record of 2,105 yards in 1984.
He finished a 101/2-year NFL career
with 13,259 yards rushin ;, second only
to the 16.726 yards gained by Walter
Pa ton of the Chi o Bears.

Oates, Hemond sign
extensions with O's

BALTIMORE (AP) — Baltunose
Orioles manager Johnny Oates and general manager Roland Hemond signed
two-year contracts
Oates, 53, was signed to a two-year
contract with an option for the 1996
season, the team said.
Oates' status had been the subject of
speculation as the season drew to a close
and the sale of the team,from New York
financier Eli Jacobs to a group led by
Peter An. lot, was corn leted this ear
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AHL: Portland 5,
.
Binghamton 4

PORI LAND, NOune (AP) — Jason
Wooley slid a rebound tarough a tangle of
players to give Portland the lead as the
Pirates defeated Binghamton 5-4 Saturday night in the American Hockey League.
Craig Duncanson scored his second
goal to bring Binghan -n(3-3-11 within
one with 52 seconds remaining, but the
Rangers were unable to score after pulling their goalie.
Portland (6-2-1), trailing by one entering the second period, scored three
unanswered goals and Rick Tabaracci
turned away 16 shots for the team's third
straight sictory.
Binghamton led 3-2 after a first period that included power-play goals by
Duncanson and Eric Murano, and a
breakaway goal by formei Maine AllAmencan Jean-Yves Ray.

Miami hammers
Syracuse, 49-0

MIAMI (AP) — Sophomore Ryan
Collins played well in his first career
start, but it was Miami's running attack
and defense the doomed Syracuse in a
49-0 victory Saturday night.
The Orangemen(4-2- I, 1-2 Big East)
suffered their worst loss in a decade and
their first shutout in nine years.
Munn(5-1,3-0)sacked Marvin Gra yes
four tionsand homed him into three interceptions.Terris Harris picked Offrik()passes. and defensive end Kenny Holmes returned an iniereeption for a touchdown.

Bears lose
Dadmwfs game-winning attempt hits right upright, Black
with 13 seconds remaining.

to the ground
"Some days you tear your heart out and
some days you get the bounces of the ball,"
Connecticut coach Torn Jackson said.
"When he (Dadmun) kicked it. I saw my
players' heads go down, and I said, 'Oh,
goodness, maybe we're just not supposed
to win games like this.' This is a very tough
place for us to win."
Connecticut (4-4, 3-2 Yankee Conference) was trailing 13-0 when Rodgers hit
Monte Nowden for a 26-yard touchdown
pass with 18 seconds remaining in the first
half.
'When you've got a team down like
that, you've got to keep them down,"
UMaine coach Jack Cosgrove said. "We
had a pretty good thing going in the first
half. The defense played like crazy. Suddenly, three plays later, they are in the rnd
zone. That really hurts you."
In the third. Rodgers completed passes
of 18 and 12 yards to Tom Bachonski and
Brian Reid on the game-winning drive
Wilbur Gilliard capped the drive with a 1 yard touchdown run.
Connecticut which allowed 214 yards
in the first half, held the Black Bears to
only 37 yards in the second half before
Maine's final 63-yard drive.
The victory' was important for Connecticut after a string ot three tough losses. lhe
Huskies hit the road for games at Richmond
and Rhode Island over the next two weeks.
Maine (3-4, 2-3) started its final drive
•ii the 17 and moved swiftly on 15-and 22y aro completions by Emilio Colon.
Dadmun had field goals of 36 and 30
yards. and Andre Pant scored on a 9-yard
run as Maine took an early lead before he
momentum shifted at halftime
The Black Bears failed to capitalize on
for yardage during the two interceptions and three fumble recovUMaine freshman tailback Andre Pam plows ahead
(Keisow photo.)
eries
Black Bears 14-13 loss to Connecticut Saturday.

ORONO,Maine(AP1—Zeke Rodgers
threw for 139 yards and a touchdown as
Connecticut spoiled Maine's homecoming
Saturday with a 14-13 Yankee Conference

victory.
Maine's final 63-yard drive fell short as
Tom Dadmun's fourth field goal attempt
— a 37 ardor — hit the upnght and bounced

•UMaine field hockey

Black Bears pick up where they left off
By John Black
Sports writer

PROVIDEN(.'E. R 1.- Total team effort_
That's the best way to describe the University of Maine hockey team's weekend
sweep of the Pro,idence College Fnars
UMaine t2-0)received steady goaltending and quality performances from faces old
and new as defense of their national title
began on the road.
-they didn't let in a had goal all weekof
end," PC coach Mike McShane said
UMaine's new goaltending duo
Freshman goaltender Blair Allison made
several key saves as the Black Bears broke
en
a 2-2 tie with three unanswered goals
route to Saturday's 5-2 win.
Brad Mahoney, making his 1. Warne dethe
but after redshirting last season. broke
Bell
tie when he heat Friar goaltender Bob
with a low shot from the slot
"1 was just trying to get the puck on net,"
was
Mahoney said of his first career goal."It
nice to get in a game and contnbute "

Paul Kenya cemented the win with two
third period goals, his first markers of the
1993-94 campaign.
"I have to look to shoot a lot more,"
Kari)a said. "If we continue playing like
this we're going to be a very strong team."
Kariya was operating with new linemates Dan Shernierhorn and Tim Lovell
after Walsh opted to mix his lines midway
through the second period.
"We found some personnel that for the
first time this year we can count on." Walsh
said.
Having new line mates didn 't faze Kariye.
"If he's going to put me with a different
line every night it doesn't matter," Kanya
said. "You car:t argue with success and
we're winning."
Allison held the Friars (1--2) scoreless
after Chad Querineville•s goal 940 into the
second period tied the contest at 2-2.
Providence jumped out to the early 1-0
lead, just 1705 into the contest, when Russ
Guzior's shot fmm a crowded slot area
found the .op right corner.

The Black Beam answered with a power
play Foal as Jason Weinrich dnlled a loss
shot from the hlueline that snuck past Bell
just heating the first period horn
After Tardif beat Bell with a low rocket
from the left circle, tucking the puck just
inside the left post at the 409 mark of the
second period,the Friars responded with the
Quenneville goal from Brady Kramer and
George Breen.
Goaltending was the key to the Black
Bears 5-1 victory on Friday evening.
Sophomore Blair Marsh made 23 saves
to get UMaine off to a successful start.
"I'm just glad we got a win." Marsh said.
-I would have liked 3 shutout, but I wanted
a win more."
Walsh was pleased with his team's play.
and the performance turned in by Marsh.
"This was a great team effort," Walsh
said. "A similar performance to the one
hgamst Team USA Marsh came up big in
the first period. Two of them (shots) that
See UMAINE HOCKEY on page 19
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•NFL roundup

•World series

Sharpe carries Packers
October created more
memories than ever before

Black
NAG

the I.os Angeles Raiders.
Packers 37, Buccaneers 14
AP Sports Writer
In addition to the offensive onslaught at
Tampa,Terrell Buckley,LeRoy Butler and
-the idea was simple: get the ball in
Johnny Holland each had interceptions and
Sterling Sharpe's hands.
Bryce Paup had two sacks.
The Green Bay Packers did so. natural
"We really looked good on both sides
reg
-settin
record
the
ly, by throwing to
the ball," Favre said. "The effort's
of
makes
ceiver. And by letting him run,which
always been there. That's never been a
sense, considering his speed and moves_
problem. but execution has been in the past
quarat
snaps
And by letting him take two
or four games. Finally, we put it all
three
terback and even throw. a pass.
er."
togeth
spark,
Sunday
icent
Sharpe was magnif
Oilers 28, Bengals 12
ing the Packers to a 37-14 rout of Tampa
lhe stormy week for the Oilers ended
Bay. He caught 10 passes for 147 yards and
a victory over winless Cincinnati (0with
when
half,
four scores, three in the first
Moon threw for two touchWarren
7).
Green Bay (3-3) took a 24-0 lead.
ing the first in the NFL for
includ
,
downs
1
a
threw
and
He also ran for 5 yards
as the Bengals remained
n,
Wellma
Gary
yard completion to Mark Clayton while
s at the Astrodome since 1984.
winles
.
quarter
second
the
in
rback
playing quarte
Houston (3-4)took heat this week for its
When the Packers, get in the red zone,
treatment of tackle David Williams Wilthey throw to Sterling Sharpe," said Hues
liams, who skipped last Sunday 'S game to be
it's
"When
w.
cornerback Martin Mayhe
g with his wife and first-born child, wasdocked
third -and-8, they get the ball to Sterlin
his weekly paycheck of$111,111 for missing
on
based
is
offense
Sharpe ... Their whole
the victory over New England. But he regetting him the hall "Sharpe. who refuses
turned to the starting lineup against the Ben to do inter-views, caught an 4FL-record
gals
was
effort
108 passes last year Sunday's
"Um just glad I got this game behind
against
third
his
and
game
rd
100-ya
21st
his
ble
Williams said. "It's just incredi
me,"
11-5).
Bay
NF(' Central rival Tampa
last
me
d
amaze
It
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things
how
Brett Favre was outstanding, too, with
week how they snowballed. Hopefully
20completions in 35 attempts for 268 yards
all behind us now "
that's
and the four touchdowns
Bills PP, Jets 10
Cin28.
n
Housto
was
it
.
Sunday
Also
When the Bills stalled on offense, the
cinnati 12. Buffalo 19,the New York Jetsd
e came to the rescue. Darryl Talley 's
defens
10; and Atlanta 26, New Orleans 15
interception return gave the Bills
-yard
61
San
at
x
Phoeni
was
it
In late games.
touchdown.Steve Christie kicked
only
their
nt
Dem
Francisco.Pittsburgh at Cleveland,
goals and Thurman Thomas ran
field
four
at
d
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s
Angele
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yards
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for
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Seattle and Indianapolis at
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On Monday night, Minnesota is at Chipass in the flat one play after New York's
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By Barry Wilner

By Ben Walker
AP Baseball Writer
Another October.
TORONTO(AP)
the third straight
For
finish.
ic
another fantast
year. baseball found a w ay to make its final
memogame of tne season one of its most
rable.
Just when it looked like the Philadela
phia Phillies and Toronto were headed to
dramatic Game 7, Joe Carter swung the
whole World Series with the last swing of
the season.
Carter's three-run homer with one out
on
in the ninth inning off Mitch Williams
Saturday night gave the Blue Jays an 8-6
t
win in Game 6 and their second straigh
championship Along with making Toronto the first World Series winner to repeat
since the 1977-78 New York Yankees, his
drive over the left-field fence gave fans
something to remember this winter.
"Bottom of the ninth, two strikes and
you hit a home run to w in the World Series." Carter said. "It's a dream every-one

In 1991, Jack Morris pitched one of the
hest games in World Series history, going
all 10 innings in a 1-0 victory in Game 7
that led Minnesota over Atlanta.
In 1992, the Blue Jays were one out
away from the championship when Atlanta's Otis Nixon singled home the tying run
with two outs in the bottom of the ninth in

Game 6
It went to extra innings, and Dave Winfield hit a two-run double for Toronto in the
I I th Again, the Blue Jays had to hang on,
as Atlanta scored once and had the tying
run on third before Nixon was thrown out
on a hunt try to end the game, 4-3. Carter,
at first, made that play as well
"I said before tonight's game that I
thought I would catch the last out again,"
Carter said "I didn't, hut I'll take what

happened instead "
More great moments may be in store
Starling next year. baseball splits the leagues
into three divisions and adds an extra round
of playoffs
Traditionalists complain the changes
will water down the game It might There
has."
wasn't a whole lot of great pitching this
Only once before has the World Series
ion season, and there wasn't much
expans
MazeBill
ended on a home run In 1960,
Series, either.
World
in the
roski's leadoff homer in the ninth off Ralph
ard round means a few
wild-c
a
Still,
in
s
Yankee
the
over
Terry lifted Pittsburgh
f games. On any October night
playof
more
Game 7.
s — soon, may he one in November - -there's
There have been plenty. of great finishe
always that chance of another memory waitlast
the
since then, hut perhaps never like
ing to happen
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•UMaine men's soccer

•t'Maine field her key

Black Bears clinch
NAC playoff berth
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
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Anne Elkanich broke her favorite stick
during the I Iniversity of Maine's field hockey
game with the University of Vemiont Friday
Luckily, a second stick helped Elkanich
score an unassisted goal leading the Black
Bears to a 2-0 victory over Vermont Friday
at lengyel Field
The Black Bears dominated the game
from the start I.TMaine outshot UVM 23-2,
and had more penalty corners 20-2.
Despite the win, Kitsaid her team did:.'t
finish as well as she'd hoped
"I was a little disappointed that we
couldn't finish a little better We get a little
excited.**
Elkanich scored her goal at 4:35 of the
first half, giving UMaine a lead it would
never relinquish
"She's pulled through for us all year
long." Kit said of Flkanich. "She put it
away
Cheryl Bonne!l added the second goal at
16-45. from an assist hy Gretchen Lahey.
Although Veimont was winless in conference play coming into the game, Howell
said UMaine wasn't overlooking the Catamounts
"This was a big game." she said. "If we
lost, our chances in the NAC were lost. We
dominatAl the whole game, and had some
opportunities"
I'Maine then clinched a tourney berth by
tying the University of New Hampshire 1-1
Sunda% at Alumni Field.
The tie, combined with a Northeastern
University % ictory over the University of
Delaware Sunda). clinched the tournament
berth
Michelle Gallan scored first for UMaine

UMaine loses to 'Cats, 2-1
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer

University of New Hampshire coach
Sunday off a penalty corner Dawn Porter
Mike Norman worked on restarting the ball
and Margaret Henrick assisted on the tally,
during practice this week
scored at 11122.
Noonan's' persistence paid off when
UNH tied the score on an unassisted goal
Ryan Leib converted a direct kick off the
from Becca Provost at 24:18 of the first half.
foot of Dave Kurzontow ski with five minThe teams then played the second half
utes left to lead UNH to a 2-1 victory over
and overtime without another goal
the University of Maine Sunday at Alumni
18
Mary Lou Winstel stopped 14 ot
Field.
Wildcat shots, while UNH goalie Jen BouchUNH improves to 11-3 on the season, 517
shots
of
11
saved
ie
2 in North Atlantic Conference play. UMaine
The Black Bears are now 11-3-1 overall.
drops to 5-7-1, 2-3-1 in the NAC.
3-2-1 in the NAC.
I!NH clinched a NAC tournament berth
Black Bear notes:[Maine is off until
next weekend, when the Black Bears face
Michigan State and Michigan on Saturday
and Sunday, respectively.
The NAC tournament starts on Nov. Sat
Northeastern University in Boston, Mass
The final is scheduled for Sunday, Not 7
Ibis is the first time UMaine has participat- with the win
ed in the NAC postseason event.
"We've been going to the far bar on
restarts," Noonan said. "We're pretty good
in the air Teams were stopping us h% putting
extra guys there
"We played the hall in the flank, and
used an early service across the field
Lieh's goal capped a V%ildcat comeback
after lake Ouimet's penalty shot put the
Black Bears in front 1-0
The Black Rears were awarded the shot
when Leib was whistled for a deliberate
handball in a crowded penalty area
"There was a big crowd,"Leib said,"and
I went tip for the hall !kind of got hit from
behind and I kind up got my hands up where
they shouldn't be"
(tunnel then heat I -\11 goalkeeper Steve
Baccari to the left side of the net at the 52:44
mark.
INN tied the score at "1 SO when Mike
UMaine's Annie Elkanich. (Mdntyre
Veneto took a pass from Aaron Porter and

heat UMaine valkeeper Seb D'Appolonia
to the right side of the goalpost
-One of our guys Rot the ball about 15
yards out," Veneto said. "My guy stepped
away from me. I called for the hall and heat
the keeper."
Leib redeemed himself for the handball
by scoring the game-winning goal at 8423.
Kurzontowsk i) laid the hall across for
me," Leib said "Once I got to the box, all 1
had to do was heat no man. 1 heat my man

"This was an important game. It's tough to
win away from home."
— UNH coach Mike Noonan

photo.)

cats were able to come from behind and win
the contest after losing three of their pres t.
out four games
-The few times we fell behind this season At has en't been able to come back." he
said "This is the first time we've been able
to come hack
"This was an important game It's tough
to win away tmm home "
UMame coach Scott Atherley said his
team played well despite the loss.
"I'm very proud of the way our players
played They played extremely hard. They
heat us with a perfect play."
Black Bear notes UMaine's conference tourney hives now rest with Drexel
University
Drexel has two conference gar:es'
with Boston University and the I niversity
of Vermont Should the Dragons I0Oge both
games, 1,'Maine would play Delaware with
a chance to take foot* place
from page 1-

UMaine hockey
weren't saves he poked the puck away on
cross-ice passes to an open guy "
The Black Bears jumped out to a 3-0
lead on goals by Patrice Tardif, Trevor Roetics

and scored."
The goals followed a scoreless first half,
when t TIMaine had the better of the play and
chances to score.
Noonan said or was happy that the Wild-

nick and Barry flukey
"I lost the face -offand the guy didn't Nock
me out,"flukey said of his first-ever UMaine
goal, from inside the left face-off circle "Ii
gave me a little confidence offensively "
l'Maine put the game out of reach in the
hint period hen sophomore right wing

Wayne Conlan tallied two goals
After a scoreless first period featuring
great scoring opportunities for both teams the
Black Bears got t%n the hoard 5.05 into the
second with PC's Joe Hulbig in the penalty
box Tardir, alone in the slot,took a pass from
Mike I.atendresse one-riming it past Bell
Roemck made it 2-0 when he re-direct11 was
ed home a Date MacIsaac blast
another Maine power pLc goal
Citinor got the line IN' goal, with just

under eight minutes to play in the game,
when his shot popped in the air and trickled
past Marsh ache trued to swat out or the goal
Block Bear Notes:I"Maine will he with
out the services of left wing Justin Tomherlin for an indefinite period it time Tomherlin injured his hack when he crashed into the
Providence net during Friday 's first period
*Anaheim Mighty Ducks player personnel director David McNah was at the weekend series watching Kanyra Dik.-ks coach

call Matt
If you carry a gun or other weapon on campus,
Wickenheiser — 581-1270

Ron Wilson attended Friday contest
*The Black Bears received points from
13 different players during the weekend
sweep Junior defensernan Dave Maclsaas
lead the was with four assists
'The twit- -game set drew 4,844S fans
•VMaine returns to action on Friday
evening when they host Canadian collegiate
national champion Acadia University at

-3 Muffins
for
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•World Series

Is Willian'is one ofthe
TORONTO (AP) — Mitch William,'
place in baseball history is secure, right
there w ith Ralph Branca and Ralph Terry .
Branca and Tern, of course, are the
poor souls who will be forever remembered for giv ing up two of the most dramatic home runs in the history of post eason

play in baseball
Williams joined the club Saturday night
when Joe Carter hit a ninth-inning, threerun homer in Game 6 of the World Series
that gave the Toronto Blue Jays an 8-6
sictory over the Philadelphia Phillies and
their second straight title
The Phillies were just three outs away
from forcing Game 1 after trailing three
games to one
Then Williams. the "Wild Thing,- entered with a 6-5 lead Curt Schilling, who
forced Game 6 with a five-hit shutout in
Game 5, knew it wouldn't he tension-free
illiams on the mound He put a
with
white towel oser his head

Williams responded immediately by
walking Rickey. Henderson on four pitches. He got Devon White on a fly before Paul
Molitor. the World Series MVP. singled
Then Carter followed with his shot to left
We knew something good would happen when Mitch came into the game,"
Molitor said.
This was just Wild Thing's latest misadventure. In Game 4, Williams blew a 14lead that allowed the Blue Jays to win 154. turning the Series in Toronto's favor.
Phillies third baseman Dave Hollins
said Williams received death threats following Game 4 and had a gun to protect

e greats?
said Williams, who fielded every question
after the game. "It's over and it's history
now. I can't do anything about it.•'
If its any corandation, Williams isn't
alone in his misery
In 1951, Branca gave up Bobby Thomson's three-run homer in the bottom of the
ninth to give the Giants a 5-4 playoff victory against Brooklyn and a spot in the Series
In 1960,it was Tern- who served up Bill
Mazeniski's ninth-inning, Game 7 homer
that gave Pittsburgh its Series victory over

the New York Yankees.
As Branca and Terry found out. Wilwon't be allowed to forget his blunliams
himself
der
On Saturday night. Williams stood on
"I can't change what happened no matthe mound as the Blue Jays ran onto the
how much 1 want to,- Williams said.
ter
down
head
his
field and celebrated He put
my teammate,beand walked into the Phillies' dugout, h:, "I'm disappointed for
all season. But
butts
their
busted
they
cause
mark
playoff
save
win-two
4.1-save, two
I'm not going to commit suicide I'll he hack
against Atlanta forgotten
a good team"
"In this game. you can't take it back." next season and we'll have
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NFL

from page 18

couldn't get in the end lone. And the
Jets (2-41 didn't get there after an SO.
yard (hive to open the giune led to Brad
Baxter's 1-yard TD run
Buffalo(5-1) held the ball for over
37 minutes,gained 413 yards and didn't
punt until five minutes were left in the
game.
New York has lost three straight,
blowing leads in each game.
Falcons 26, Saints 15
After opening the season with five
straight defeats, Atlanta has won two
straight. After beginning with five successive victories, the Saints have fallen twice in a row.
Bobby Hebert, the quarterback the
Saints did not want, returned to New
Orleans and hit 13 of 16 passes for 132
yards and two touchdowns. Hebert replaced Billy Joe Tolliver early in the
game when Tolliver hurt his shoulder
and made the Saints regret not re-signing him
"I faced a lot of emotions coming
here," the Louisiana native said. "I'm
ROI so naive that 1 didr.'t know they
were going to boo me I'm like the
Benedict Arnold of New Orleans, going to Atlanta of all places"
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A look back at the 1992-93

UMaine wins title with storybook ending
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
MILWAUKEE, April 3, 1993 — Hollywood couldn't have scripted it any better
The young protege. a budding hockey
superstar, combines with the wily veteran
captain to lift their team from the jaws of
imminent defeat and guide them to a championship.
It sounds too good to be true But all of

the NCA A-record 17,704 fans who watched
the University of Maine hickey team's
thrilling come from behind win (is er Lake
Superior State Saturday to win the NCAA
Championship will tell you that's exactly.
what happened
I'Maine senior captain Jim Montgomery scored three third period goals -- all
within a span of 4-35 and all assisted by
freshman sensation Paul Karts a -- in helping the Black Bears overcome a 4 2 deficit

and pull out the 5-4 victory
The s ictors gave UMaine(42-1-2)their
ision I national title in
first-ever NCAA
ans spoil, and effectis els put to rest the
Black Bears reputation as a team that
couldn't win the big one.
"I just wanted to win," Montgomery
the tournament MVP. said. "I don't care
how we won. I didn't care who was the
hem I just wanted lobe a national champion before I left college Thank God I am

A champtonship captured' Paul Kanya feeds Jim Montgomery for the game winning goal in
UMaine's 5-4 win over
Lake Superior State (Kiesow photo.)

now."
However, Montgomery was the here,
taking control of the game in the third
period when it looked as though lake Supenor 129-8-21 was going to repeat as the
National Champion.
With the Laken up 4-2 heading into the
third period, UMaine needed someone t,
pan ide them with a spatk Instead. Mont
ginner) started a fue.
"I talked to our line between the second
and third periods,and we hadn't scored se;
co I just said to Paul and Cal. 'Hey, we's,
been doing it all year with the help of
plaserc. but west got to turn n up a
because es eryone •s looking towards us
The did. scoring the firs: of the three
unanswered goals 4:19 into the penod I:
came on a patented Kansa spin pass to
Monigomers standing at the left gx-sst He
redirected It past Laker( goalie Blaine La
cher. and the lead was reduced to one
"That w as the kes goal.-("Mat ne Coas
Shaw n Walsh said it got us pointed has'
in the right direction, and it seemed to ge
the crowd even more fires' up
Montgorners scored again just 121 lai
et. He retney ed the rehound of a Chns Imes
shot along the left hoards and attempted to
pass the puck in front of the net to teammate ('al Ingraham
Ingraham couldn't get his stick on it,
hut the puck trickled past Lacher into the
left corner of the net Suddenl . the game
was tied, and momentum had swung in
("Maine's favor
Now the em-Maine crowd
which
was composed of a large number .
sersity of Wisconsin fans pul!ing
Black Bears — was realls into it And whet
Kans a hit Montgomery again 1 04 laterfor
the pure hat trick and the 5-4 I Maine lead.
the Bradley Center went cra7s
"The crowd was ahcolutels fanrasn,
this weekend," Walsh said -The people of
Wisconsin were just great I told the guys
on the bench a was just like a home game."
Montgomery's last goal gave him 3"
punts for his career. while Kansas accw
See MANE WINS
on newt pip

UMaine freshman sensation Kariya claims Hobey

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

M1L%VAUKEE., April 2. 1993
versify of Maine freshman hockes sensation
Paul Kanya added another chare. to his
storybook season Fnday when he was named
the winner of the I 991 Hohes Baker Award
The Hohes, given annuall is the most
outstanding college hockes plaser in the
U S . had never heen won. hs a freshman
until this year
This is incredible.- Karts a said 'I feel
so fortunate just to he among ,,nc of the ()
finalists, to hear my name mentioned with
great players like il."Mainc's Jim Mont
gornen and 'North Dakotas' Greg John
ssai I'm so honored, this is unhelies able •
Kanya is the second comec wise I 7411aine
player to win the ass ard. following last year.,
honoree. former Black Bear Scott Pellenn
The feat was accomplished onls once
before in the award's 11-year history. when

Minneciota-Duluth's Torn Kurvers and Bill
Watson won hack-to-hack Holley,
. in 1984
and '85
-It shows that our program has great
I nett vicluals surrounded his great teammates.I'Maine Coach Shascr Walsh said
nd it
speaks highly of Paul Kansa and Scott Pet lerin as rwecentatisrs or college sports at
its finest"
Konya, whose often breathtaking pias
has thrilled (*Maine Makes fans all season
long, was greeted at the crremons hs
throng of at least 200 BIas k Rea; sLipp. ssir
When Dick S. hyvarti. Annual Chan to
the Decathalon Club the award's on g na
tor - took the podium and announced that
Kanya was the winner. the room erupted
into a raucous three-minute stamfin
sa
twin The emotion ofthe moment was almost
too much tot the humble I 8-year old from
North Vancouvt
C to hear
Kanya had to pause a number of times
during his speech to compose himself and

fight hack tears Each tune, the NIaim fans a person. saas above and heyon,
applauded more
skills We are dealing with a special person
'What made me come to the l'nivercits here College hockes is blessed to have pastof Maine was all of sou people hack there.- Kari!.a in its
presence
Nat's a said 'The atmostaherr that you bring
Kans.a said that Coach Walsh told him
to the arena, and s.ou can tell In the amount he had
won "about two minutes- hefolt
of people that are with us here, is the big (Name's
N('A A Championship Semifinal
reason for the success of our team and the game with
Michigan Thursdas hu.
tug reason I chose Maine
realls didn't think about it until a!'
In a season in which he led the nattort in ('Maine's 4-1
win
points
ses
and assists
('Maine
"I was too focused on the game T
Ksckec Fact scoring records,and garnered in one ear
and out the other" Kam
league and team MVP honors. Kansa MBA- "Of
course it entered no mind, hut it &het
fished himself as one of the most gifted Trails
sink in until after the garne "
talents( ver to pas college hockes in the t "s
Watch - who learned Tuesday that fan
Rut t 'Maine Coach Shawn Walsh sa••
(lobes would go to his still freshman —OW
Kansa is t wo as special off of the ice as he
he could tell Kany a was ready to pas uller
Oil
he told him the good news and his r
'This is a tremendous honor is a tremen
harels acknowledged him
ctoos. person:- W alch said •'Paul Kariya
''Paul alia.as s comes min the lockercsersitermi7es the ward student'athIrte knd
first after warm-up. so I told the the stuck'
believe me. a •an tainor to have Paul /rpm
VMS PONY
See
sent the Univercin of Maine as a student. as
Or newt pert

\LIII1C Wilt; Ail
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Hoc ey East season
Vlaine wins with gtoM)ook ending

frni rocc

• Super,frOsh Paul Kariya wins Hobey
UMaine wins NCAA title in stunning fashion

Kartya uins Ilobey Baker Await'
manager and the trainers to leave the room,"
Walsh said "I got Paul by himself, and I
said. 'You know what a high you get when
you score on your first shift, well you just
scored a hip one because you're the Wiry
Baker winner
"I shook his hand lie looked at me and
he gave mc a nod and proceeded to take his
jersey off just like he always does and went
out and had his usual masterful game."
tIMaine captain Jim Montgomery — a
Hohey finalist himself -- attended the ceremony. with Kariy a and Walsh,and had nothing
but praise for his close friend and teammate
"Back in mid-January . I was talking to
sUMaine goabe1 Garth Snow about the
Holley. and I said,'When you talk about the
award, you talk about the myth of the individual and the legend that has been created •
When you watch Paul play, you see a legend
out there"
Montgomery.,
lead
ing scorer with 301 points, has become sort
of,big hmtheepentege to Kariya over the
course ofthe season Witness I)orothy Mont
gomery
s mother - - hugging and
kissing Kariya like she was his mother ache
made his way to the podium

the hero,
the third
s Lake Suvat as the

ng into thc
smcone to
'ad. Mont-

the vs
%cooley, arc'
lp of
up a !
.ards us.
I the three
rienod It
in pass to
)post He
ilaine Lao one
aneCoacl•
lined hack
nod to gr

st 3 21 latlins
emr
to team

ham low 2
Ills taisstjis tilendship is a lad not lost
on Walsh, who said part of the award he
longed to Montgomery too
"Jim, I know how much you mean to
Paul and how much you mean to the team
You're the ultimate captain, and this special
moment is panls yours."
Kariya agreed
"I couldn't base done this without the
support of my teammates. especially Jim
Montgomery ," Kariy a said. -He's like a big
brother to me He's taken me under his wing
and led one through my first sear of college
hockey I wouldn't be here now without his
support
Kariya" one disappointment on the day
was that his parents. tetsuhiko and Sharon
Kariya, couldn't make the trek from North
Vancouver to Milwaukee.
"I wish my family could have been here,
but I'm just one of five kids and everybody
is
Kariya said, tearing up
'They 'NV supported me my whole life.
and I just couldn't have done it without
them, especialls my mother She's a very
special lady "
Just as her son is a very special hockey
plaser

tick on it

!I- 171'

the
swung in
a hich

',r the
A rni w her
LS later for
aine lead

fantactn
people 0:
i the guys
IC game."
him 30:
as assist

ey
ustk, k,e,
i al person
has -

sts,

UMaine captain Jim Montgomery jubilantly holds the NCAA championship
trophy.(Kiesow photo.)
in the play was his 100th point of his
rookie campaign_
-Great players do those things." Lakers
Coach Jeff Jackson said."Kariya and Montgomery are certainly great players
Still. Jackson's hard-hitting, physical
team wouldn't quit. The Lakers got excellent shots on UMaine goalie Garth Snow —
who had replaced starter Mike Dunham
after the second period — but the senior
was up to the task_
The hest opportunity for the Lakers to
tie came witn 1 -05 left when l_SS nght
wing Sean Tallinn scooped up a loose
:rhound in front Of the fallen Snow and
tried to flip the point- hlank shot high The
puck hit the cross-bar and looked like it
might have gone in. but the referees ruled it
did not Replays showed they made the
correct call
"I was just praying," said Snow, who

YSARTS
Orono Trayei Stop
17 Stilwalar Ave ---

Orono,
ME
sr.
3459

N than

11:!

an slay

re studen

tied Scott King for the ti Maine career wins
record (66)after his relief effort "1 heard
the ping of it hitting the cross bar. I was
lucky
And Lake Superior was not They pulled
their goalie with 23 seconds left. hut an
icing call off of a face-off kept the puck in
their own zone and prevented a chance to
tie.
Even though his team played 1lTMaim
close — even leading 4-2 when four unanswered goals by Mike Baehusz, Clayton
Beddoes, John Hendry and Wayne Strachan followed Black Bear tallies hy. Pat
Tardif and Chris Ferraro -- Jackson gave
his opponent their due
"1.1Maine will go down in the annals of
the game as one of the great teams in
history," Jackson said "I can't think of a
team Iran remember that was better They
deserve to he the champions"

SAVE 34
PER GALLON

Paul Kariya smiles in shock at the ceremony where he was presented the
Hobey Baker Award as college hockey's top player (Kiesow photo'
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Can Boston University dethrone the champion Black Bears')
• UMaine goalies look to erase memoty of Snow and Dunham

Hockey East celebrates 10th anniversary with dominance
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
As Hike s Fast heads into its landmark
I Oth season,the league that began in Itht 3 as
the brainchild of six New England -college
athletic directors has emerged as perhaps
the premier college boars outlet in the
nation
Boston Universit% . Boston College. the
Universits of Maine. the l'nis ersits of Macsachussetts -1 ow ell. Merrimack College.the
Unis trots of New Hampshire. Northeastern II •ni% cod's ;Ind PtlWitience Colkge make
up what has rapidls dey.eloped into the most
prestigious and honored league in college
tnickes
In just the past four seasons. Flockes
Fast has produced a trio of Hobe s Baker
Award winners till-won College's Das id

Emma in I 940•41 and (!Maine's Scott Pellerin and Paul Karna in 1991-92 and 199291, respective's- I. sent six teams to the
N('AA Final Four,and produced a national
champion -- the University of Maine last

sear Success has tome quickls and in
great quantity for the members of this soling
league
And that success is expected to cans
over into the !WI 94 season
Although ills unlikels that an% one team
will dominate the national scene like Maine

did last sear -- when the Black Bears rode
freshman sensation Kansa. graduated captain Jim Montgonier. and six current U S
Olympians to a chammonship• w inning 42a number of Hockes East
1-2 record
teams appear to has e w hat it takes to go all
the was in '93-44
"The league is going to he %ers balanced
and very good.- BU coach Jack Parker said
"A lot of teams -- perhaps four or es en lice
ha% e a chance to win the Illockes Faso
championship this year Its going to he a
%en exciting season "
So here is the Mame
'look at all
eight Hockes Fact teams. Of course, our
issue focuses considerahls on the ('Maine
Black Bears There are two reasons first.
this is the l'Maine new spatxr. and after all.
thes are our team And second, because they
are a unique and intriguing shay thes are

the defending national champions in the
midst of a rebuilding or, in the immortal
words of Merrimack coach Ron And,— .„
"reloading")phase,In ing to fend ofl a I ti
ful of hungry challengers.
Some of those challengers who reside in
!Ric ke•.. East.like Parker's Terrien.the NH
Wildcats and the Chiels of('Mass
could he fighting nit/Min St Paul along with
the Black Bears for the national championship come April
Other HE squads. like Menimack and
Northeastern. are mill in the building phase.
in mg to battle the league's big boss tol
respectablity
Hut then again. who knows? After all. ,•
was insi a few short years ago that the sery
league they come Irom was itself looking for
come respectability - and look where it I,
today

Boston University Terriers emerge as HE favorite
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Boston (nice-ruts coach Jack Parker
will admit his team is loaded with talent and
experience coming into the I QQ; 94 cam Pair,
And he also admits his team timers-es its
No 3 preseason ranking, which in itself a-.
quite a revelation about the stacked state of
the Bl• roster considering Parker is notorious for downplasing early -season polls
Heck, if you press him long enough.
Parker will es-en hegrudgi ngls agree that his
team is prohahls the one to heat in Hockes
East this season
But when it comes to compan ng the high
expectations of this year's Terriers with

those of the l'niversity of Maine Black
Bears of one sear ago. well that's where
Parker draws the line
"I wouldn't put us in a class with last
year's Maine club." scoffed Parker "Not at
all They were the odds-on favorite to win it
all We sr got the ingredients to be a solid
Top It)team all year, anti with a few breaks
I think we could get to the Final Four and
es-en win the (national) championship But
there are 10 12(,
ther teams in the county%
lusting Maine -- that are in the same
position we are coming into the season It's
a lot more of a wick open field this year
Still.Parker's opposing coaches in Hock es East thought enough ot his Terriers to
ott them the preseason favorite in a league
Poll

The 13U-UMarne rivalry, is always heated as UMairie's

Inqrah.v--

RI,' returns 19 lettermen from last sear',
Ihe most daunting task Parker has to
29-9-2 team that reached the Final Four and deal with is attempting to replace '92-'93
handed Maine it's onls loss of the season - captain and four seat letterman Thivid Sa
6.on Felt 19 at Alfond) It's enough to have co Sacco, a two-time All-American cente.
Maine coach Shawn Walsh belies ing that and a 1493(lobes Baker Aw aid finalist. ha,
the ('Maine-RI,' ris alrs will bras tomtit-ft
graduated afiet leading the Terriers in Ica,
tive as ever this season
ing last season with 62 points As gifted
they 're going to he a real play maker as he was, though. Sacco's ta
good team this season," Walsh said "They ems carried far hes ond his ability to put tht
are extremely deep. with Just about all of puck in the net
their talent returning, and honestly I think
'Dace Sacco is the kind of kid ou don
they should he the co-No. I ranked team replace." Parker said "He tell a rermanent
with lake Superior State With all of the mark on the program not onls in terms of his
guys we have at the Olsmpics. though. I'm '
,lasing skills. w hit h were great, but also In
not so sure if the players' nvalrs will he so terms of his leadership. toughness and h• •
great just her mire there will he so many new
willingness to do whatever it took
faces on the ice Rut sou can het it will he Hopehills. our depth will make ur with the fans
loss, Pit's arise it takes more than one gus it'
fill the shoes of a Dave Sacco'
Parker seems to have more than enough
skill and depth at fora aid to make up for the
departure of not only Sacco. hut also for the
loss of graduated RA...fps,' Mike Ravi,
Mark Basis and Petteri Kockimaki. too.
The Terrier,
. return six out of their rep
seven leading sy over% from *92-'41 Salto
captain Doug 1 oecienan a native ot ,
Eluatieth Maine . leads the is y afteing second to Sacco in sconng a Vela
with l 7-24-41 numbers.Sophomore Jay Par
&No(17-23-401 and juniors Steve Tharton (1R-19-171. Jacques Jcarhert 11 - 1g-5
and Mike Ponuchter 116 14 30, are -all
capable ot 20 goals," according to Parte
and ncited Maine killer Mike Prenderps:
- 1 s1 is also ha. k andhaping fora herifflo
campaign after missing 13 games witries a "ear ago Senior kin Pratt f04,
junior John lenk ins i 3-R• 111 and softh'
morr Bol, Lachance (4 10 14) curl.
contribute
Parker also ha,a trio or frestiman toward recruits that may too he the bra offensive moire class in HocIces East since well
since Maine's Paul Kenya -Cnns Ferran
Peter Ferraro group Iasi s-eat Shawn Bates
a 15K1 fourth round owe of the Boone
Bruins, is, in Parker • words.
eu• •
As a senior at MedfOrd 'Macs Hirt
School. Rates hroke the
f•.
scoring rec.,,,
Jots i)ucks ril
Sacco, now
rk Nifl
See BOSTON UNIVERSITY
• will attest (Boyd photo)
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Boston University is the favorite in I lockey East
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Anaheim and the older brother of David
Sacco. Parker sees a number of similarities
between Bates and the younger Sacco.
"I think Bates will have had a Dave Sacco-type ofcareer when his four years here are
done," Parker said "lie's got the SaIlIC aggressive style on the the ice, and he has the
type of personality that leads me to believe
he'll eventually become a leader off the ice"
Big Bob Grier, a 6'2, 250 lb center, was
a ninth-round selection of the St. Louis Blues
in 1993 and may make opposing forwards
think twice about venturing into the BU tone
Bill Pierce, another physical player, was a
third-round choice of the Quebec Nordiques
in '93 and should see significant ice time.
Defensively • the Terriers are big, talent
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if one or the other of them establishes him
self as tieing head -and -shoulders above the
other, that could change
One thing, however,about the BU Terriers will probably stay the same; as always,
they are almost guaranteed of being in the
NCA A Tournament field of 12 come March
And don't be surprised if this talented mix
somehow finds its way hack to the Final
Four for the third time in the last four years
Perhaps the will even get revenge on
UMaine and capture their second national
championship in Parker's 20 years at the
Terrier helm.
No doubt that would make Parker very,
very happy. Maybe,just maybe, he'd even
admit it.

Six members of UMaine's 1992-93 national champs will skate for Team USA in the Winter Olympics
By Chad Finn

S

six defenscrnen, so there is going to be a lot
of competition for those spots That's only
going to make us better."
Parker also has hack a pretty good pair of
seasoned goalies. Four-year letterman Scott
Cashman has moved on to the pros, hut
juniors Derek Herlofsky(19 games, 12-5- I ,
2.83 GAA).and J.P. Mc Kersie(9 games,60-1, 3.99 (1AA) should have no trouble
picking up the slack Although Herhifsky, a
preseason All-I eague seletion.saw the brunt
ot the action last season. Parker said both
goalies will share the workload unless one
of them completely outplays the other
"We'll go into the season alternating
them, because I think they are both good
enough to play regularls ." Parker said."But

Team USA leaves Black Bears depleted
Sports Editor

ker has to
.re '92-'93
)avid Saccan catty
inalist, has

ed and game-tested, for only Kevin
O'Sullivan is gone from last season's stellar
group that featured returnees Kaj Linna (a
1992-'93 Second-Team All-American after
posting 2-27-29 numbers as a sophomore)
and fellow junior Rich Brennan (9-11-20).
Add together seniors Steven Foster (2-6-8)
and Dan Donato(3-8- II),sophomore Doug
Wood (3-5-8) and redshirt freshman Chris
O'Sullivan (no relation to Kevin) to true
freshmen Shane Johnson and Jon Coleman
to '93 second round pick of the Detroit Red
Wings). and you have what Parker calls his
team's "strongest area"
"We have eight or nine guys who can
step in and play — and play well — for us
right away,"Parker said."We like to go with

friar ntsa

lithe 1994 U.S.Olsmpic hockey team is
to capture the gold for the first time since
!oti(is Miracle on Ice. it will probably he
due to some spectacular plas by six guys
who have worn the or Blue and White of
Maine
Former University of Maine stars Man
Martin. Mike Dunham and Garth Snow combine w ith current Black Bears Chris Ferraro.
Peter Ferraro and Chris Imes to fill almost a
quarter of the U S Ols mpic hockey team's
25 roster spots
And UMame captain and 1991 Hobey
Raker Award v; inner Paul Karis a will ioin

the Canadian Ols mpic ream in mid-Deceinher. gising seven members if UMaine
I 992- 91 national championship team a shot
at a medal in 1 illehammer, Norway
It's enough to base liMaine coach Shaw n
Walsh practically drooling about the worldwide publicits it will generate for his program.
"It really helps from a recruiting standpoint." Walsh said "If our program is good
enough to have seven kids from one team
competing in one()Is mpics,recruits have to
belies e that we are the premier program in
the country without anyone es-en telling
them co"
But Walsh is concerned about the impact
the absence of the four player; with remaining eligibility could have on his program

year. but next year as well," Walsh said "It
screws up your recruiting for not one year
but two,because you are not quite sure who
you are going to have hack and how many
players you have to recruit."
Walsh obviously went for the quantity
end of the recruiting scale
this year's
preseason roster included 42 players,including the Ferran)twins and Imes. before Walsh
trimmed it down to a more manageable 32.
Walsh said that he tried to gueso how
many of his players would make the I S
team when he was recruiting so he'd have an
idea how many spots he'd have to fill. Wilat
did he think'
See TEAM USA

this year
No one is sure w hether or not Kariya will
return to school after the Ohs mpics I no doubt
the Disney-owned Anaheim Mighty Ducks.
who own Kariya's NHL. rights, will make a
big pitch for his services), hut at least he'll
he here for as many as 16 games
The Ferrams. both sophomores, could
return for the last seven or so games of the
regular season plus the playoffs, as could
Imes All three are reportedly leaning towards returning to school. but there are no
guarantees as to what their respective futures will hold There is es-en talk of redshirting Imes. a senior. for the 1991-'94
season and bringing him hack next year
'This could set es back not only this
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Former UMarner Matt Mart,n (left) ano current Black Bear Chris Imes lead the
Team USA defense (Page photo.)
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Team USA features UMaine players
"I figured they would all make it." Walsh
chuckled with his typical confidence."And
I was right."
Ironically. though. all of them may not
end up on the final U.S. roster that goes to
Lillehammer. Dunham impressed in training camp with the New Jersey Devils, and
could be recalled to the parent club at any
time And Matt Martin, who earned the
game's First Star in Team USA's 3-3 exhibition tie with UMaine Oct. 17, is currently
with the Toronto Maple Leafs while one of
their regular defensemen, veteran Bob
Rouse,sits out a suspension. Martin probably won't stay with the Leafs for long and
will be loaned back to the Olympic team.
Taylor said that he would like to have

frrn) Page 5

The Maine Carni

UMaine goalies

UMaine fans who witnessed Snow and Dunham's acrobatics for three years are well
aware Dunham. who Taylor said has been
"exceptional.- will be the No. 1 guy after
hacking up Ray LeBlanc and Scott Gordon
in the 1992 Games
Snow, who would become the starter if
Ihmahm is suddenly called to New Jersey was
a uue hero in U Maine'% champiimthip run last
year. but he has strugglol in the pre-Olympic
tournaments and doesn't have the valuable
international expenence that Dunham has
"Mike is going to he the man, hut I'm
confident that Garth can do the job if he
gets the chance," Taylor said. "He has
played pretty well with the exception of a
couple of had periods.-

Team USA member Peter Ferraro could rejoin the UMaine squad after the
Olympics.(Page photo.)
hres i and Ted Drury (Calgary Flames) are
currently holding NHL or AHL jobs and may
Ex-UMairers and current US Olympians Mike Dunham (left) and Garth Snow or may not he reassigned to the U S team
But with or without them. Taylor sow s
(right) help current Black Bear and future Team Canada foe Paul Kariya
that there will he no last-minute addition'. of
unveil UMaine's 1992-93 National Championship banner.(Page photo-)
NHL journeymen to his team, has had been
Martin hack
The team is in the midst ;%t a prer'ilympic the case with the '92 team
"He !Martin) and Chns Imes hase both tour of the U S in which they play game,
"We're sticking with what we've got.play of v try well for us.' T a% lor said -They against pro and college leN el teams, but a Taylor said "We want the oripcsrtunity to
has e been!woof our better defensemen,and number of players that will be ansmg their jell as a team, and that s what the benefit of
they will both see a lot of ice time in the final 25 aren't playing with them Like Mar- the next five months is for"
Oly mtvics,pros Sling we do get Martin hack
tin. potential Olympians Bnan Rolston New
Of course. whether Taylor knows it or
The Olympian,are very solid in goal. a'. Jersey 1>ev its,. Derek Plante i Buffalo Sa- not, he indirectly got a itimp start on team

".; •

unity hack in October of last year in a on.;;.
hi.ckey -crazed town called Orono, Maine
The stage was much smaller than the intern:,
tionally -anticipated Olympics, and the pia%
ers probably heard the Maine Stein Song a lo
more than they did the National Anthem
But six of his guys learned how to pia'
together and learned how to win in the Blur
and White uniform of the University of
Maine
Now Taylor.Onino and the entire cour
try hope that they can do it again in the Reet
White and Blue of the USA

Maine goalies try hard to fill skates of legends
Dunham and Snow are gone;can Blair Marsh, Blair Allison and Peter Nordell replace them?

By Chad Finn
Sports Edittor

Three y ears ago,the Unii ersity of Maine
hockey team was prepanng for cncic
Scott King. their consistent. calculating
All-Hockey East goalie in l99.90, graduated and inked an NHL contract with the
Detroit Red la ings
As if that v. asn't had enough, his counterpart and antithesis in the I'Maine net,the
flashy and temperamental Man Ik1Guirlice.
dcv hied to sign with the Boston BrIlIns after
hi,junior year. leaving the UMaine goaltending situation in dire condition heading
into the 1990-91 season
UMaine coach Shawn Walsh had no
choice — his team would have to face its
cutthroat Hockey East nvals with fresh
faced freshman Mike Dunham and untested
junior Garth Snow puarding the -Maine
net
An old hockey axiom say s„-Great teams
are built from the goal out" Apparerrtly
['Maine wouldn't have a great team
Troee years. 105 wins and one national
charnprionstrrp later. Dunham and Snow are
the goalies for Team USA after leaving

I.'Maine at the end of 1992-91 as arguably
the hest 1-2 netminding punch in college
hockey history
Now the questions about the Black Bears'
goaltending are has k. and Vs alsh has a tno of
eager kids ready to answer with as an emphat
,
1 a "No problem.- as
Dunham and Snow did
three spectacular years
ago
Junior transfer Peter
Nordell. sophomore
Blair Marsh and freshman Blau. Allison form
the threesome that has
the task of replacing the
backbone of UMaine s
1992-93 National Champions
Marsh is aware of the history in the
Black Bear sage, and said he hopes that
someday Marsh. Allison arid Nocdellt who
may le redshirted this season will he
mentioned in the same revered breath as
Dunham and Snow. or DelGuidice and
King
"It's a challenge zo is to try to and
replace those guys.- Marsh. a native of

Parks'. die. B.C. said -1111ey are probably
the two hest goalies ever to play college
hockey . and a lot of people don't know what
to expect from us because they really haven't
had a chance to see us before Hopeful:s

"It's a challenge to us
to try to and replacc
those
t
we'll prove to everybody that we are c apa•
hie of doing the job
Marsh and Allison took a giant step
towards calming the fans' worries with a
dazzling, almost shocking °centime-el per
forrnance in the Black Bears' 1- 1 ee vath
Team l'SA Oct 1'
Marsh made If)saves. many of the acrobatic variety, in the first tur, penoth, while
Allison took over in the third and locked

away II shots without allowing a goal
And who was guarding the goal at tts
other end of the ice but Snow, perhaps thr
hest qualified person to judge the perfor
manse of the men trying to replace turn 1:
the Blue and White
liked what I caw," Snow said 'I kr.
ded Blair Marchi at the banquet ithr
before the games that we were going
him five-hole all night. hut I saw v
could do in practice last year i Marst
reni-sh,rt last season) and 1 knew
could get the inh done I'm not surpro,c,
the was he played against us at all
Ironically. Snow is partially responsthl
fix one of the men superseding him being a
'Maine at all
Allison. a highly -coveted yount
who I'Mainc recruiter, coach anc
guru Grant Standbrook considers :prospect than Boston t'oltege freshman pb,
nom Greg Taylor, was introduced to Sm- s;
when he came here on it recniiting on la'
season Like mem; pea& who meet grega
pnus Garth. he came away impressed
"Snow w a,a great guy He told me what
See INANE GOALIES
on Pair 7
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Maine goalies

from page 6

UMaine goalies Blair Marsh (left) and Blair Allison (above) have the difficult
task of replacing departed Black Bear stars Mike Dunham and Garth Snow.
(Page and Boyd photos)
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Roenick, Lovell top UMaine frosh

Black Bear captain says he still has things to prove
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
In a whirlwind span of eight months.
the University of Maine's Paul Kariya
accomplished everything a college hockey player could possibly dream of
He reached the 100 point milestone.
He won the Hobey Baker Award as college hockey's premier player He led his
team to its first-ever national championship with three spectacular assists just
when all looked lost in the final moments
of the title game And he did it all with a
Bair and a panache that only. the finest of
athletic ChOWTT.'ll are able to muster.
And he was only afreshman'
Undoubtedly. 1Cariya had the greatest
season of.anycollege player to skate in a U.S.
arena in recent history. Northeastern coach
See KARIYA
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the school was like, what a great place it is season. Now Walsh thinks he and Marsh
to play at, things ILte that," Allison said "I could backstop UMaine to quite a few more
vs as really impressed with the atmoaphere of championships, perhaps even another one
the team The gilys got along so well, it kind of the NCAA kind.
"Our laxthe westion has been answered,"
of made me want to be a pad of it."
But Allison isn't feeling any more pies- Walsh said. "Dunham and Snow couldn't
sure than usual despite being a freshman hold the t T.S. Olympic team to three goals
playing hockey 's most demanding position DelGuidice and King couldn't hold the U S
Olympic team to three goals Marsh and
on the defending champs.
-The pressure comes with the position." Allison did I never thought that goaltending
would he a problem. and now they proved
he said "It's all part of the job"
Allison„ who hails from Golden. B C. nw right
Straight from the coach's mouth. folks
led his Estevan team to the Saskatchewan
Junior Hockey League Championship last -- the crisis has been averted

I

Paul Kenya.(kiesow photo.)
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UMaine freshman Trevor Roenick shows
a nose for the net in the Black Bears 3-3
tie with Team USA (Boyd photo.)

By John Black
Sports Writer
The I 99I%-94 University. of Maine hockey team has undergone major changes since
winning the national championship some
seven months ago
The Black Bears have 11 newcomers
listed on the roster that are expected to see
action as thes prepare to defend their national title Two players hoping to make an
immediate impact are forwards Tim .ovell

and Trevor Roenick
They join the Black Bears alter &lies
last seas ii ssith the Junior Bruins of the
New England Junior Hockey League
Lovell and Roenick are making the lump
from a league where they dominated the
competition to one considered by many tc
have the hest college hockey' talent in the
nation
"It's been a big lump defensively.
Lovell said of the step up to Division I
college hockey.. "The guys are bigger and
faster. but it's the same RAMC up front
Lovell, who tallied 81,goals and added
I In assists for 202 points in just 72 games
did so without the adulation ot 5.00C
screaming tans
"We played our games at a nnk tr.
-ails a
Northeastern and there was never re
crowd there," Lovell said
Los ell was MInnekl hs the energized
Alfond .krena crowd
"The crowd gets you pumped." Lovell
said "lt was a new experience for me."
Roenick wa,egualls surprised.
See ROEMCKtOVELL
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Kanya stays ‘vith l'Alaine despite Ducks calling
Ben Smith says,emphatically."Paul Kariya is
the hest hockey player ever to play. United
States college hockey -- no excertions."
And UMaine coach Shawn Walsh. the
one man in the country fortunate enough to
ha% e Kariya playing on his side, often just
shakes his head in amazement when asked
about his I9-year old phenom
"Unbent% able.- Walsh will say,smiling
and nodding "He's just unbent%
Plainly, Paul Kanya has absolutely nothing left to pri,se (yii the collegiate level. Yet he
has chosen to return to llMaine for his sophomore season. even though the NHL's Disney -owned Anaheim Mighty Ducks -- who
drafted him fourth overall in this June's draft
• desperately crave him for both his play making and marketability Sources say he
has been offered a cortrao in the $2 million
per year range. sweetened with the lure of a
hit part in the MIMIC Alighi). Ducks 11.
It's almost too much for anyone to resist.
But of course,Paul Kariya isn't just anyone.
Because, for as a great and gifted a hockey

player he is on the ice, the modest son of
Tetsuhiko and Sharon Kari ya may even be a
better person off It
Not one ounce of his tremendous and
rapid success has gone to his head Instead.
he seems to have the idea that he must prove
that he can do it again, except this time he
must pull it off with a less experienced team
that relies on his wizardry even more than
last year's veteran group did.
"1 know we've lost a lot of our offensive
talent, co I wanted to come hack and give as
much help as I can,- Karry a said "Ill play
well, my future will take care of itself.Kariya scoffs at the belief that he has
nothing left to prose, and becomes downright angry when people tell him he should
take the money and run before he suffers an
injury
"Sure I still have things left to prove.Kany a said "If you're going to look at it that
Nay. Wayne Gretzky could ha% e retired a
long time ago Or Michael Jordan I know he
just ret lred, hut he could ha% e retired years

ago because he had done it all then h's silly
to say that someone should move on just
because they 'cc had some success.
"And as tar as saying I should take the
money and run, well,that's just an opinion.Kanya said. "But if money were all that's
important to me, well. I never would have
come here in the first place.Kanya refers to the offers he had to play
Major Junior A hockey in Canada after his
132 points in 40 games for the Penticton
Panthers (BCIHL) in 1991-92. One team
reportedly offered Kariya $200,000 to join
them for a season.
Kanya's reason for turning down the the
Major A money and instead coming to
UMaine certainly involved hockey but there
was also another variable — education
"School has always been very important
to me." Kariya, a Dean's List student in the
school of business, said "Being back gives
me a chance to work on my degree while
also has ing the opportunity to help us win."
Still, Kany a will only beat UMaine until

mid December, when he leaves to join the
Team Canada in the Winter Olympics in
Noiway. The Ducks are certain to wave some big bucks in his face to
turn pro after the Olympics
Most observers think he will sign anti
forgo the last 2 112 years of his college
career But Kariya has fought off the temptation of money before, and for noir.. he say.
hasn't decided what he will do when that
time comes.
"I really has mt had a chance to think
about it, things hase been so hectic between
hockey and homework," Kariya said. "I
really haven't heard much from the Ducks
They just want me to stay here and develop,
and when the time comes, F II make my
decision"
Either way, it's safe to say that Paul
Kanya will carefully measure all his options, consult with those closest to him, and
then make the most intelligent choice, no
matter which way it goes
After all, he always has before

Latendresse, Tardif turn friendship into success
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The close fnendship that 'Myer-city of
Maine hockey player. Mike Latendresse
and Pat Tardif share off the ice helps make
them a more dangerous sconng duo on it
1,atendresse. a junair censer nom Montreal.
and Tashi a senior left wing from Si Methodic.
Quebec. find that their fnensiship gives them a
definite ads antage an the heat Kittle
"I'm not shy. hut me and Pat are the %arra'
kind ot person.- Latendresse said ..Wc spend
OI time taiklag about hockey away from
practice, and I think it helps a lot when we
play Our fnendship is a big plus "
But when Latendresse and 1 ardif

••\V.hether or not 1
score a goal. I want
to play well on
defense and do
• other things to help
us •in
\I&
need to communicate verbally dunng the
game. they use a language that may make
'Maine aro who overhear them wonder.
"What the heck are they talking about''".
-We speak French on the ice," Laten
dres.se said "It's the first language for both
of us, and it makes it a little hit easier for us
to say what we need to during the game"
Tardif. who like Latendresse speaks very
good English. agrees with his buddy that it
helps to personally know the guys you are
playing with
"Talking about the plays probably helps
us.- Tardit said "I always stern to know
where he will he, and he seems to know
where I will he"
Ironically after a successful first season
together last year that saw I atendresse score
1 points and Tardif 4f t Maine's version
of the French Connection almost ticcame
finis at the end of the campaign
Tardif. a 1990 third-round draft pick ot
the NHL,
. Si Louis Blues, ncarly turned
professional But after talking it over with
UMarrie coach Shawn Walsh and members

I,

of the Blues' management. he decided to
stick around for his final season in Orono
"I had already graduated the is now
taking graduate courses in accounting). so I
was considenng leasing,- Tardif said "But
the Blues thought I could use the extra year
of experience here. so I stayed
Lucky for the Black Bears, who had
already lost most of their tor offensive forwards from 1992-93 to graduation (Jim
Montgomery. Eric Fenton)of the 01 ,Mptic
((Tins and Peter Ferraro, and in December.
Paul Kanyai
Now, with 46-goal scorer Cal Ingraham
suspended for the first 14 games of the
season tor a minor NCA A rules infraction,
there is cc en more pressure an Latendresse
and Taidit to grab the spotlight and become
Maine's prime time performers after UMaine junior Mike Lateroiresse is expected to team with Pat Tard14
spending last season in the shadows of their season to give UMaine hcxkey a new French Connection. (File photo
more publicized teammates
Both players, how n er. say that they are
not feeling any extra burden, rather, the%
lust hope to impro% e enough to make a
trrei
greater contnhution than they did a yea!
ago
-They bring you to another level," man as we've had play here," Walsh
want to he there e% ery
Laten
Roenick said
said
dresse said "Whether or not 1 score a goal,
Roenick, the younger brother of JerJoining Tory on defense will he Jason
1 want to play well on defense and do other
emy Roenick of the National Hockey Mansoff an All-League selection with
things to help us win III can do that. I will
League's Chicago Blackhaw ks, brings a the BC.1111;s Merritt Centennials
he harps
gitriding physical sty le game to the Black
Leo WIasoss.a let:Ins-nate ofTory's at
Ditto 1 ardif
Bears
Pentictoo. should also see action. A na"I had a good year last year. hut we had
-Trevor's a real strong player along tive of Kungshiacka. Sweden, he is the
so many good scorers that I was kind .1f
the wall,- UMaine coach Shawn Walsh third European ever to skate at Uhfaine,
overshadow ed.- Tar& said "But with the
said "He gives us a Dave LaCouture- joining ex-Black Bears Claudio Kaiser
Olympics and Cal being out for a while, I
type presence."
and 'Nikita Wahlstrom
think there is a little more pressure on all of
Roenick realizes he won't be putting
Up front, Dan Shermerhom, another
us
the veterans and the freshmen — to
up numbers like ttie 6148. it'll? he tallied of the ROHL boys, comes to UMaine
WINTe more
for the Junior Bruins a year ago. hut will frnAn the Vernon Lakers He brings hock-But I look 00 improve eVer. year any.
rather be out there to utilize his size.
ey smarts to the left wing.
way, so 1 would expect to score more this
lam a grinder."Roenick said."He's
Ton) Frennette a transfer to UMaine
season even with everybody hack"
waish) got me on the checking hoe
in the middle of the 1992-93 season frorn
And although the duo say that they don't
That's my style of game the Pt. McMurray Oil Barons of the Alset personal goals ("I don't like to set numLovell will be counted upon tc use berta of Junior Hockey league, will he
hers because you either heat them or are
his play making ability
eligible to play to the second semester.
disappointed.- said Tardif.1, they agree on
"I'm not the biggest player in the He will play right wint.
one accomplishment they would like to share
world." Lovell said of his 5-9 size "I'm
Reg Cardinal. a teammate of Fren"I'd love to win another national chammore of a shifty and creative player "
nette's at Pt. McMurray, is quick and
pionship, Latendresse said -It was such a
Walsh is excited about some of the tenacious and could be an immediate
great feeling last year to win it all It's
other newcomers in the UMaane lineup
impact player Cardinal, a center. is a
something Pat and I talk about sometimes,
Jeff Tory, a former teammate of Paul sophomore
winning again
Kanya's at Penticton of the British CoBarry flukey a redshir freshman from
If I 'Maine does win it again, a couple of
lumbia Junior Hockey- League. brings a year ago will tee some time at center
hard skating, soft-spoken buddies from
his offensive skills to the 'Maine blue Brad Mahone% another red.:hie( freshQuebec will he nyht there in the middle of it
line
man adds his fare, 6-4, 5 lbw , to the
and no doubt talking about it in French
"He's as good ar offenove defer se
nght wing
for years to come

Roenidt/Lovell

Main
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effort or the result(
season This year,
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Hillebrandt to the!
ers hurts. Then
Flames could be it
Knorr and Hutson
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52-95
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26-421; Jeff Gala
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Maine's non-Hockey East NCAA opponents
University of Illinois-Chicago Flames
do with it, it definitely will. A prime candiPlay 11/Maine: Dec 26
date for the Hobey Baker Await!, Holzin Dexter Classic a? Alinger tried out for and didn't make the U.S.
fond
Olympic team, which is a blessing in disguise for Falcons fans He should combine
1992/93 Record: 10with Pronger,Glantz.Clark and newcomer
25-2 (8-22-2 in CCHA)
Curt Fry to light opposing lamps with freCoach: Larry Pedrie
04th year, 33-68-10)
quency.
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 17/3
Ferris State Bulldogs
Key Players: Derek Knorr, F. Jr.,(13Play l'Maine: Des 17k:
29-42); Rob Hutson, F. So.. (26-11-37);
Mike Dennis, D. Sr.,(8-16-24); Shannon 18 01' Alfond
1992/93 Record: 21- I 6Finn, D. Jr., (6-13-19); Matt Brenner. ID,
So., (2-13-15); Jeff Featherstone, G. Sr., 4(13-13-4 in CCHA)
Coach: Bob Daniels(2nd
(1-2-0, 3.93).
Outlook: Pedrie wasn't pleased lsy the year. 21-16-4)
Lettermen Returning/
effort or the results his team•produced last
season. This year, the effort may improy e. Lost: 1R/6
Key Players: John Gruden. 0,Sr..(16but the results aren't likely to he much
better. The loss of workhorse goalie Jon 14-30); Craig Lisko. G.Sr..(It • 7-2,3.45);
Hilletwandt to the NHL's New York Rang- Pat Mazzoli, 0, Sr..(10-9-2, 3.65); Doug
ers hurts The one saving grace for the Smith.F.Sr.,(20-12-32);Tim Christian,F.
Flames could he the scoring capabilities of Jr., (12-17-29); Gary Kitching. F. Jr.. (819-27)
Knorr and Hutson.
Outlook: Ferris State is young on defense — Gruden is the lone senior -- but
RP' Engineers
Pl. t5Iaine: possi- Lick° and '92-93 All-CCHA Honorable
ligi=jaa hly Dec.27 in Dexter Clas- Mention pick Mwoli provide veteran stability in net. The top offensive threat is
Alfond
sie
1992/93 Record: 20-11-4 (15-6-1 in Smith, who had a team-high five gamewinning goals last year
EC A()
Coach: Ruddy Powers. (5th year, 73Lake Superior State Laken
52v)
Ma, 1 staintr. Dec. 30 Of
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 20/1
Manocci Lnirrament. MinKey Players: .1‘ ler Majic.F. Sr.,(16neapolis. Minn
26-42); Jeff Gabriel, F. Sr.. (14-17-31):
1992/93 Record: 32-g-5
Bryan Richardson, F. So ,(14-24-38);Ron
(20-5-5 in('CHA)
Pasco, F. Sr..(14-12-26); Brad Layzell D.
Coach: Jeff Jackson (4th
Sr.,(5-24-29); Neil Link.G.Sr.,(19-9-3). WIENS
year. 08-22-13)
Outlook: Although the NCAA reduced
tAiterinen Retundog/I.ost: 16/7
the Engineers' scholarships from 20 to IS.
Key. Players: Wayne Strachan. F. Jr..
Powers is still able to return 20expenenced
lettermen from last season's ECAC run- (21-20-411: Kurt Miller. F. Sr.(9-14-23);
ner-up Goalie Little. who questionably Clayton Beddoes. F. Sr .(18-40-58); Sean
edged out former l'Maine goalie Garth Tallaire. F. So.,(26-26-52); Steve Barnes,
Snow for All-American East Second Team 0, Sr., (5-27-32); Blaine Lacher, G, Jr.,
honors a year ago. is nonetheless. RP1's (24-5-3, 2.70).
Outlook: Everybody remembers
building block
1:Maine's stunning 5-4 win over the Lake
State in the NCAA title game last April —
Bowling Green University Falcons
especially. the Lakers Jackson, who left for
Play 1Maine: p0551an assistant coaching job with the Hartford
bly Dec 27inDexterClasWhalers and then changed his mind and
sic 01 Alfond
two weeks later. has hack a stacked
returned
19Record:
1992/93
and hungry team that most polls have picked
21-1 (12-17-1 in CCHA)
Coach: Jerry York (15th year, 323- No I Beddoes and Tallaire lead a deep
offense, while the classy Barnes heads an
231-29)
agzressive and intelligent defense
Lettermen Retuning/Lost: 17/4
(31-26•
Fir
Holzinger.
Players:
Key
Cornell University Big Bad
57), Pronger. F. Sr..(23-23-46); Wells,D.
possiPlas
(17-14Jr.,
F.
Tom
Glantz,
(11-27-38),
Sr..
31):Jason Clark. F. So..(10-19-29); Aaron bly Jr .1 (a Manned
Tournament
Ellis. G. So..(14-10-1. 3.81).
1992/93 Record:6-19Outlook: The Falcons hope a 7-4-1
1 (5-16 1 in ECAC)
finish last season cames over to the new
Coach: Brian Mccampaign,and if Holzinger has anything to

MIRES

'Maine
n fro!he Ai •
will be
nester.

Cuicheon (7th year, 89 73-12)
lAsttermen Returning/Last: 18/5
Key Players: Mike Sancimino, F. So.,
13-5-81: Geoff Bumstead.F. Sr (5-14-19);
Brad Chat-ti-and, F, So., (10-6-16); Jake
Karam, F. Jr.. (6-7-13); Bill Holowatiuk,
D.So ,(2-7-9): Andy Bandurski.G.(6- I 11, 3.90).
Outlook: Bleak Cornell doesn't have
the guns to compete with the ECAC's finest Chanrand and Bumstead may turn into
consistent scorers, but McCutcheon needs
improvement from Czechoslovakian jun.
iorhri Kloboucek t:nd a host of others if the
Big Red is to improve on its puny 2.8 goals
per game average of a year ago
University of Minnesota Golden Gopnars
Play 1.• Maine: possi• kl
bly Ian
1
N1011
4

Tournament

1992/93 Record: 2212-8(16-9-7 in WCHA)
Coach: Doug Woog
(10th year. 250-97-19)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 18/6
Key Players: Jeff Nielsen. F. Sr..(2120-41): Brian Bonin. F. So..(10-1828):
Chris McAlpine. D. Sr..(14-9-23). Justin
McHugh,F,Jr..(11- 15-28);Jeff Callinan.
G. Jr •(8-5-5. 3.90); Joe Dziedzic. F. Sr..
(11-14-2si
Outlook: The Gophers will miss forwards Craig Johnson(22-25-47) and Darby Hendrickson 12-15-271, both of vi hom
are skating with the U.S. Olympic team
Woog needs improvement out of Bonin.
an All-CCHA Rookie Team selection a
year ago, and McAlpine, who is trying to
fill the void ere-sled by the graduates of
All, Arnenyan delenseman Tray O. Richards. Cailinan. the goalie in the Gophera.
6-2 loss to UMaine in last year's NCAA
East Regional is adequate

1992-93 ECAC Player of the Year Ted
Drury has taken his 22 goals and 41 assists
from a year ago to the Olympics. but
offense shouldn't he a problem Manias.a
flashy player who was sidelined for all hut
IS games last year with a broken collarbone,returns. and Tomassoni thinks sophomore Jason Karmonos is ready to become a big-time scorer
Clarkson University Golden Knights
Pla l'Maine: Jan 14 la
Cheel Arena. Potsdam, N.Y.
1992/93 Record: 20-105(12-6-4 in ECAC)
('oach: Mark Morris(6th
year. 108-53-14)
I.ettermen Returning/
1.ost: 16;7
Key Players: Craig Conroy. F. Sr
(10-25-35); Henrich, D, Sr.. (0-11-11):
Marko Tuomainen, F. Jr.. (25-30-55):
Brian Mueller, D. Jr.. (6-23-29); Patrice
Robitaille, F. Jr.. (18-19-37); Jason Currie, G. Sr.,(4-6-1, 3.18).
Outlook: Missing from last year's
EC AC tournament champions are top
point-getters Hugo Belanger and Steve
Dubinsky — both of whom graduated —
and speedy junior forward Todd Marchant, who is with the U.S. Olympic team
Conroy and flashy Finn Tuomainen are
being counted on to pick up the slack
Defensively. Mueller is the hest of an
inesperienced hunsh, while goalie Currie
is hoping to bounce hack from and upand-down junior campaign
SI. Lawrence University Saints
Play t Manic:las. 15
‘"ena. Car

1992/93 Record: 1712-2(12-8-2 in ECAC)
Captains: Mike McCourt. Mark McGeough
Harvard University Crionom
Lettersets Returning/Lost: 13/9
Play UMaine: Jan. 3
Key Players: Mike Attain, F.Sr..(10CCCC. Portland. Me.
1992/93 Record: 22- 12-22): Burke Murphy, F. So.. (19-1029),Bnan McCarthy.F.Jr .(7-5-12). Mike
6-3(16-3-3 in ECAC)
Coach: Ronn Tomas- McCourt, D. Sr. c5-l6-2l1 Jeff Kungle.
soni t 4th year. 50-25-121 D. Sr. 2-5-711. Peter Spagnolerti. G. Sr.
Lettermen Return- (6-7-1 4 01)
Outlook: The Saints have a roster full
ing/Lost: 2o3
Key Players: Steve Martins,F.Jr..(6- of gnnders and workers, but not much
814); Brian Farrell, F. Sr., (10-23-33): pure offensive talent Murphy . the ECA(
Tom Holmes. F. So.. (6-17-23): Derek Rookie of the Year last season, is the
Maguire. D.Sr .(3-9- 12); Tripp Tracy,G. player Marsh is counting on to become a
So..(13-2-2. 2.27); Aaron Israel. G. So.. sniper a swift recovery by kllain. who
broke is leg in the ECAC quarterfinals
(9-4-1, 306).
Outlook: Maguire. McCann and Lou would he a big plus
Body gis e the Crimson a board-crunching
defense, making the lobs oftop-notch goal—Capsules by Chad Finies Tracy and Israel that much easier
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The Maine Campus

Introducing the 1993-94 University
isests
2-Andy Silverman

4-Chris Imes

15 and 17-Chris and Peter Ferraro

12-Wayne ConIan

27-Tim Lovell

6-Jason Weinrich

5-Jacque Rodrioue

13-Dave Macissac

29-Brad Mahoney

_
7-Jason V

16-Pat Tardit

31-Cal Ingranar

18-Mike Ray

34-Leo Masao

20-Brad Purcbe

35-Blair

1

21-Di

36-Peter Nor*.

Gum

nle
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niversity of Maine Black Bears

'mon

7-Jason Manse

Kariya

11-Barry Clukey
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BOSTON COLLEGE EAGLES
-

Hay Maine Jan 21-220 Alfond Arena- Mar s
'owe. 1-orunt. Chestnut Hill, Mass
1991'1993 Record: 9-24-5(6-15-3 HE)
Coach Stese Cedorchuk (2nd year, 9-24-5)
'aptains: Mike Spalla, Jack Callahan. John Joy cc
1.ettermen Returning/Last: 16/7
Key Players: Spalla, D. Sr .1 I 2-17-29): Callahan.
F. Sr. (19-15-341: Joyce, F. Sr. (12-3143); Rob
LaFernere,F. Jr 14-6-101; Tom Ache.F.So.( 1-1-2);
Josh Singewald, G. Jr. 18-15-5. 4.471
Top Neocomers:Greg Tay:lor. G.Ry an Taylor,F:
Greg Hampton, Das id Wainwright. ID

1011!

Captain: Doug Fi
Letterman Retur
Key players: Frie
1). Jr .(2-27-29);Jac9
I lerlofsky, Jr., G,(12
Top Newcomers:

1993/94 Boston College Eagles Roster
Unit 11
2
3
4
6
7
9
10
11
14
15
17
18
19
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Name
Greg H..mptou
Tom Ashe
Brad arlson
Mike Sralla
Rob Car as an
Joe Harr ey
Joe 1)eN'arco
Rs an Haggerts
Rob LaFerriere
Peter Masters
Mart Mi ford
lack Call than
Jet)Corir oily
Date Htncisiti
Toby Hat is
Mike Mc5ax1h
Don Chas:.
Jerry Buckles
M Aainssright
D Wamonght
John Joyc
Clifton M:Hale
Dreg Taylor
Mite Sparrow
Bob Thornton
Briar. Callahan
Greg Call.than
Rs an Tas lot
Jim Kraseloch A:net ssald

Pos.
11)
D
1.)
I)
I)
1I)
I)
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
D
F
F
0
G
F
F
I)
I)

lass
Fr
So
Fr
Sr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Jr
Fr
So
Sr
Fr
So
Fr
Jr
So
Jr
So
Fr
Sr
So
Pr
Jr
Fr
Fr
So
FT
Jr
So

Ilk Olt
511
510"
6'3"
5'8"
6'0"
5'T
6'4"
6'1"
6'0"
6'1"
6'0"
6'4"
6'0"
6'0"
6'0"
511"
6'0"
6'3"
6'0"
6'0"
6-1"
59"
15'2"
511
6'2"
6'0"
6'3"
6'1"
510"
5.9"

Weight
165
180
215
175
185
175
215
190
185
2(10
185
211
190
185
193
175
195
210
180
190
210
182
100
175
180
185
220
191
175
150

t es e Thornton (1
could score 20 go.

Ed note: Terrier
Boston Collecie sophomore defenseman Greg Callahan (Kiesow photo.)

Engles Schedule
Opponent

Date

Jan'

@ Northeastern

Oct_ 13

U S Olyrninc Tearr,

Jan Is

Boston University

Oct 30

CLitts,,,n

Jan 15

Etoston Unisersits

Nos 5

N'ermcwit

Jan 21

Nov 12

1 lMass-Lowel1

Jan 22

UMaine

No 13

.7114ass-LoweI1

Jan. 25

'Mass-Lowe0

Not 19

N!st. Hampshire

Jan 29

ca I-Mass-Lowell

Not 20

N

Hampshire

Feb_ 2

Merrimack

Not 23

Dartmouth

Feb, 4

Memmack

Not NC

Army

Feb. 7

Reanpoi vs NU

Dec. 3

0 Providence

Feb 11

Memmack

Dec. 4

Pms-idence

Feb. 14

Beanpot Finals

Dec. 7

a Cornell

Feb IS

New Hampshire

Dec 11

Boston Un:verarty

Feb 19

@ Nev. Hampshire

Dec. 25

47 Denver Tourney

Feb 25

@ Pmvidence

Dec. 29

1/enver Tourney

Feb 26

Pmvidence

Jai.4

•Yale

March 4

ft Northeastern

ha.7

Northeastern

March 5

Maine

Cedorchuk says his Eagles
are much-improved
By John Black
Spoits Writer
Roston Civllege coach Steve Cedorchuk
is looking for improvement in all areas after
a 16-16-4 record last season, his first as the
Eagles head coach
"We think were a much hener team than
last sear." Cedorchuk said "T'he learns we
had trouble heating last vear 1 think sse can
non heat
The Eagles. tied for fifth place ith Pros idence College in the Hockey East preseason poll. are counting an strong goal:ending to propel them into the upper etcheion ot the league
Freshman goalkeeper Greg Tas tor looks
have the upper hand in a crowded goaltending picture
"We feel we're better in goal"Cedorchuk said. -Taylor is one of the hest prospects in the nation"
The Eagles defense corps is minus Ian
Moran. who is currentls a rnmhet ot the
United States Olvrnpw. MAIM
Moran la property of the National Hockey League's Pittsburgh Bengt/tic and it is
unclear whether he %ill return to BC folios..

ing the Lillehamrner games
'If he %%ants to come hai„ k v.e
given his jersey away." Cedorchuk said of
the junior defenceman
With six newcomers on the hlueline,
will he a young defensive corps
Michael Spaila. 12-17-29t, a tn-captam, Greg Callahan 11 4-5 i and Tom Ache
11-121chouldplay promment defensive roles
"We're not as good on defense,- Cedorchuk said comparing hishlueliners to those
of a year ago "We hate some faster 10,
v.ho will jump into the offense
The Eagles offense will he bolstered to
senior captains Jack Callahan 119-15-3z
and John Joyce 112-31-43i Jeff Connol,'.
and Brian Callahan are a couple of freshman that Ceclorchok hopes make an irr:
pact
With such a was* squad Cedorchuk
expects some gmo ing pains as the team get'
familiar with one another
•'1 think the tor !,-,421 'cam, in the I
es Fact Poll, are ahead of the other :,,„'
Cedorchuk said of the Hockey East preseason rankings We need to get to the Its-el
where we're knocking on the door of the
other four teams

Good luci
ii ii II
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY TERRIERS
Play UMaine. Nov 19-20 @, Allood,Feb 19-20
Walter Brown Arena, Boston
1942/1443 Record: 25-7-2(18-5-1 in HE)
Coach. lack Parker (21.st year, 428-228-34)

ilOSTOffifi
k
——

Captain: Doug Friedman
Letterman ReturnimigLost: i6n
Key players: Friedman. F. Sr ,(17-24-41); Jay Pandolfo,F,So..(17-23-41); Kaj Linna,
11,1r ,(2-27-29); Jacques Joubert,F,Jr.,(17-18-15); Rich Brennan, Jr., D.(9-11-20); Derek
lierlofsky, Jr., G,(12-5-1, 2.83)
Top Newcomers:Shawn Hates, F; Mike Grier, F. Jon Coleman,D;Shane Johnson.!)

1993/94 Boston University Terriers Roster
Unit. II

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
IS

ctex a Thornton (19) is one of several Terrters BU coach Jef• Parker thinks
ou Id score 20 goals this year.(Kiesow photo.)

Ed rote: Terriers preview appears in Features sectron.

les

DROP
THE PUCK

Pick up the details on the top
challengers to Maine's NCAA crown.

t hay t &ca
ireline •

I

am Ache
uve mks
Cedort.- those

stered
9-15-34
L'onnollN
of trestle an ini-
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Fast prethe level
or of the

Drop the Puck 1993-94 features schedules, stats, rosters and more on
all the teams in Hockey East and everstone clic at the llivisatin I level
For your own copy, pick one up dunng home games at Alfond
Sports Arena, or send S4 95 to cover all costs to
Bluelinc Publishing-M,PO Box 8686
Minneapolis, MN 5540-8686

Go Bears!
Good luck in the 1993-94 season from your
number one fans at Goldsmith's.

GOLDSMITH'S
It

Poa.
Name
Shawn Ferullo
Kaj Linna
fl
C O'Sullivan
Dan Donato
Doug Wood
Shane Johnson
Rich Brennan
Billy Pierce
Shaun Ba'es
Jon Jenkins
Bob LaChance
Mike Grier
John Hynes
Mike Poniichter
Jay Pandoifo
Jon Pratt
Steve Thornton
Ken Rausch
M Prendeigast F
Man Wright
Doug Friedman
Jacques Joubert
Jon Coleman
Steve 1-osier
Jon Jacques
J.P McKersie
Chris Bice
Derek lierlotsky

Chas
Fr
Jr
Fr
Sr
So
Fr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Jr
So
FT
Fr
Jr
So
Sr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Fr
Sr
So
Jr
Jr
Jr

Height
5'8"
6'2"
6'2"
6'0"
6'0"
5'10"
6'3"
6'0"
511"
5'11"
5'11"
6'2"
5'8'
6'0"
6'0"
6'1"
5'10"
6'0"
5.960"
6'1"
6'0"
6'4"

sly
5,95.9,

Weight
151
192
187
200
196
194
196
191
185
185
183
250
168
222
193
206
171
182
185
180
202
191
194
208
185
206
181
162

•-Pitirer
/*interviews
**Action photos
"Coleman
**Stets a itsawnsgs
**IICAC
**tiockey test
"CCU
**AVOIA
1**Division 2-3
**Wonteo's hockey
**Toom USA
tiobey Acker wvstch

1

h

CdC(2)11.[ILICLA
MAGAZIN'
is the only full-color magazine devoted exclusively to
college hockey. Delivered right to your door twice a
month eluting the hockey season, College Hockey
Magazine keeps you updated on all the action from
Orono to Anchorage and everywhere in between.

ONE YEAR —12 ISSUES — only $27(US funds)
(Canadian subscribers $36 U.S. funds for one year)
Send check or money order, with return address, to:

College Hockey Magazine
P.O. Box 3475
Peabody, MA 01960
TEL:(617) 261-0220
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE BLACK BEARS
1992-93 record: 42-1-2(22-1-1 in HE)
Coach Shaw n Walsh 10th year, :30- I 20- 14)
Captains: Paul Kariya. Chris lines (currently
ith Team USA(
letterman returning/keit 14/12
Key Players: Kariy a, So. F. (25-75-1911; Cal
Ingraham,Sr.. F,(46-39-85): Mike Latendresse, Jr .
Justin
F.(21 -30-51): Pat Tardif, Sr . F 2)-541t.
Tomherlin,Sr. F 3-9-22): And Silsennan, Jr.. D
11-7-8).
Top newcomers: Dan Shermeritom. I': Reg Cardinal, Ft. Trevor Risenick, F: Blair
Marsh. G. Blair Allison. G: Jett Ton. I): Tim Lovell. F

The Maine Campu
Minlimilloms1111•111

1993/94 University of Maine
Black Bears Roster
Unit II
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
113
II
12
13
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
24
25
26
27
29
11
34
35
36
37
30
40
86

Name
And Silserman
kfl Tory
(lhns Imes
Jacque Rodngue
Jason %. enrich
Jason Mansoff
Paul Kanya
M latendresse
Barry Clukes
Wane Conlin
Dave MiCkilt.
Chns Ferraro
Pat Tashi
Peter Ferraro
Mike Ray
Brad Punkt
0 Shserrarhoia
TOCI Frenetic
Lee Saunders
1 Tomterlin
°wick Testers
Tim Lovell
Brad Mahones
Cal Ingraham
Ito 11 lasirm
Blair klliscon
Peter Norden
Blair Mink
Martel Pleat
Tres or Ineneck
Rev Cardnisl

Pas.
D
D
I)
D
D
D
F
F
1'
F
D
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
D
F
F
F
F
F
D
G
G
G
F
F
F

Om
Jr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Fr

So
Jr
Pr
So
Jr
So
Sr

So
F
So
Fr
FT
Sr
Sr
Sr
Fr
Fr
Sr
Fr
Fr
Jr
So
Fr
Fr
Fr

Height
6'3"
511'
511"
60
6'1"
6'0"
5' I I'
510"
510"
511"
CI"
510"
62'
510"
6'4"
511"
5"105.10'
6'0"
6'1'
6'0"
5'9'
6.4"
5'4*
5'11'
sir
6'2"
6'2"
5'10"
6'2"
510"

Wei*
210
180
195
192
210
200
IRO
160
115
180
190
180
200
185
227
ISO
185
IRO
190
195
200
165
200
158
190

en. F. Ed Campbell. D

IRS

180
IRO
180
XX)
I'

Kariya heads returning Bears
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
UMaine's Pat Tardif, who scored 48 points in 1992-93, is expected to be one
of UMaine s top scorers this season (Kiesow photo)

Black Bears Schedule
Opponent

Date

learn

Jan r.

Manucci Toum

Oct 22

(a Pros idence

Jan 3

-card t ra Portland
Hat

Oct 21

(a Pros'dense

Jan 14

Oct 29

Asadia

Jan IS

@ SiLassrence

•

6

Pros iclence

Jan 21

Boston College

•,

12

(a Memmack

Jan 22

Boston College

•s 13

Memmack

Jan 26

Northeastern

N„ \ 19

Boston I'niversity

Jan 29

Northeastern

:NI

Boston l"niversity

Feb 4

Ness Hampshire

Dexter Tournament

Feb 5

Ness Hampshire

Dexter Tournament

Feb 11

ila 1 Mass Lowell

12

V I. Mass-Lowell

Oct. 17

•

•

:-

I

N 1 )1 mric

fa

Clarkson

Dec. 3

45 Northeastern

Ivh

Dec 4

W Northeastern

Fels 19

45

Boston l'niversits

Feb 20

45

Roston l'niversits

Dec 10

'NH i Or Portland

Dec 12

I'Mass-1 owell

Feb 26

Memmai,k

Dec I -

Ferns State

Fell 27

kiern road k

Dec 1

Ferns State

March 4

ta NCI& Hampshire

45 Manucci Tourn

March 6

111°,1,.n( lIege

Dec 30

QUeStiOn How do you top last year if
you are l•Maine coach Shawn Walsh'.
The Black Bears won four in-season tournaments. captured the Hockey East regii
lar season nod tourney titles and put up ar.
unprecedented 42-1-2 mark in cruising tc.
their first-ever national championship
Answer You pmbahly rion•t —
has ing Paul Kartya hack isn't a had place
to start
Kariya. the 1993 Holier Baker u inner
after posting 25-75-100 numbers in
games in a daiiling freshman yearr, is has t
for at least the first semester after hecorr
inp the firm-ever draft pick of de An..
hems Mighty Ducks as the fourth overall
selection in June's NHL Draft
However. Kanya will join Team Can
ada in December and could possthly take
some big mcmey from the Mighty flock,
,
and turn pro after the (Ily mph:
So what does that leave the Black
Bears'. A lot of unfamiliar,albeit talented.
faces Gone are star goalies Mike Dunham
and Garth Snow .forwards("tins and Peter
Ferraro and defensernen Man Martin arid
Chris Imes to the 1.• S Olympic team.
h;chi !elves l•Maine with a serious lack
of expenence. although Imes and the Terrants twinscould return post-Lallehammer
Walsh admits his team is young, bin
their 1-1 tie with Team USA An ('0 17
showed Black Bear fans what Walsh alread) kora -- his team is good
"Two works prior to that twin over
Team USA). if you had said we would tie

to go see the
them. I would have to1,1
nearest psychologist." Walsh said. But I
think we proved that night what we are
capable of, and I think we are going to
meet our own expectations"

"'Iwo weeks piior
to that (N% in over
Team USA),if you
had said wc would
tie them, I would
have told you to go
see the nearest
psychologist."
(()Ad, Sh.mn 1A(..11•11
• Blairs — Blau
Marsh and Blau A.lison — hope to pick
up the slack in goal, while junior Mike
Latendrecce (21-36-5 1) and seniors Pat
Tardif(23-25-48)and Cal Ingraham (nation-leading 46 goals in '92-'91, but out
the fir.,'4 games due to an NCAA violation) highlight the offense
The "Maine offense reloads with top
ronkies are Reg Cardinal.JeffTory.Trevor
Roemck lb:ratter of Jerems and Tim
Lovell
It will he another typical year in Orono
-- they may have a fra more losses then
last year. but look for them in St. Paul
come April.

uMass Lowell font

offensive punch to

S 6,)

Mel

I
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UMABSELOWELL CHIEFS
Play UMalite. Dec. 12 @ Alfond Arena; Feb.11Tully Forum, Lowell, MA.
l992-93 Record. 20-17-2 (10-13-1 in HE)
Coach Bruce Crowder(3rd year, 31-36-6)
Captains. Shane Henry, Mike Murray, Dayne
Roloson
Letterman returning/lost: 19/10
Key players Henry, Sr. F.(23-35-58), Murray. Sr . F.(23-33-56): Jeff Daw, So., F.(12-1830); Christian Sbrocca. So F.(10-17-27), David
Mays. So., D,(5-9-14), Roloson,Sr., C.(20-17-2,
3 841
Top Newcomers: Neil Donovan, F; Ryan GoldEd Campbell. D: Jason Connier, D; Craig Lindsay. G.
12

Chiefs ready to strike fear
By John Black
Sports Writer
The University of Massatelleetts Lowell
Chiefs are poised to make a run at their first
Hoii;ey Rau chanipionship shoal Boston
University or UMaine falter
"They're'tante(car. stoke the fear of
God into you," Borer University coachla*
Pad= said.
Ramer University of Maine assistant
coach Bruce Crowdes enters his dun( season
with 31-36-6 career matt.
The aids,passed over bythe NCAA for
postseason play despite a 20-17-2 season,
nitrosix of theireight kipsx WMfrom a year
n.
"We walked away with ,? real si VItaste in
our mouths Liu year." Crowder said. It's
%coeditor that really. affected me so I'm
niady to gel pang and prose that we're one of
the best teams a the league"
Senior tn-iarsaire Shane Hem(23-35511), Mike Murray(23-31-56). and goaNiender Dwayne Rokvisi(20-17-4 3.84)lead a
Chiefs club produced to finish laid in the
Hockey East pre-serisinn coaches poll
"We feel like we on teat any tem any

night," caiwder said "I r-tpret t tear the
Maine's and the Btrs this year."
Henry and Murray may be the most explosive scoring cilm) in HoLicey East.
Rokison,sruihbed in trpreicasonnoact,
es gl-lesgoe raw_ is ccxffidered by molly to
he the tiro praluniter in Hockey East.
'They have the best returning goalie on
paper in the league.' Parker said '1 it's!turabk.derendable. Nil can make the big sine."
Swivel-Kee Chia Hagan ai Freshman
Craig Lipicily will okripete for back -up goaltender duties. they may tee (ink action as
Rolosce wason rbi axe fur all but six minutes
of tbe 1492-93 =win.
With four membersofthe Chiefs defense
loving depaied.()Powder will be looking for
some younger players to fill the gap
Mavis Tucker(2-9Aaron Kriss(
!I)and Kerry Angus (1-7-8) will be Yital
pans of Crowder's team defense %theme.
Cmovder has brouitt in freshmen forwants Neil 1)onoi an. Bye"' Gokien, Jarroi
DiBona,Ryan Sandhotra and Greg Bulksic
to Llialknite tot 12 remaining truer spits.
'(think they're going to be the dad:horse
t=ri in our league and in ttr nation,- Palter
said

1993/94 University of Mass.-Lowell Chiefs Roster
Unif. I Name
3
4
5
6

e the
Bull
are
kg to

7

1111

1110•161•••••11•11m0m.•

uMass-Lowell forward Shane Henry, who scor ea 23 goals last season, bring
offensive punch to the Chiefs lineup (Kiesow photo.)

k fat-

out
rola-

tor .
evor
Tim
moo
then
Paul

(lass
1-r
F•

D
D
D
D
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
D
F
G
D
G

So
So
Jr
Fr
So
Fr
So
So
Fr
So
Fr
Fr
So
Sr
Fr
Sr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Sr
Sr
So
Sr
Jr
So

D

Sr

Heijcht
6'2
6'4'
6'3'
6'2'
6'0'
6'1'
6'1'
5'11'
5'11'
5'11'
6'2'
61'
5'10'
5'11'
6'3'
5'11'
6'1'
6'1'
6'1'
510'
5'11'
6'1'
5'10'
6'0'
5'10'
6'0*
6'0'
5'6'

Weight
175
215
200
180
185
195
190
190
195
175
185
185
181
185
190
160
190
185
195
185
170
195
175
185
I 70
180
175
160

X
INIYNE
Yellow Pages

Riau
pick
dike
Pat
l

8
9
10
11
12
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
33
35

0247
Trans ticker
Dave Bartozino
David Mares
Aaron Knis
Jason Conmer
B. C4-4cannon
jarrod DiBona
Jon Mahone
Jeff Das%
Ran Sandholm
ICrcrns Tat+
Mary Salsman
Ran Golden
Bill Riga
Normand Ruin
Neil Donovan
Ian Hebert
En: Brown
Greg Bullock
Mike Mums
Shane Henn
kern Angus
C. Sbrocca
D. Rolason
Paul Bono
Chris Hagan

Pos.
G
D

SPTHEOJAIT SHOP
Floor Hockcy Equipment-On SaleYear and Closeout on Infuse Skates
By itoiterbiiie cr Boxer
• Student Discount •
849 Stillwater Ave • Bangor, ME •947-5366
Completr Skatioto Nceds
Hockey• Ft:peer • Rolicrbiadc
1-800-834-6013

Proud Sponsor
of the
Black Bear Athletic Department

'It's SurprIslog Whet The A* Coo Toil Your'
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MERRIMACK COLLEGE WARRIORS
Play UMaine: Nov. 12-13 0 Volpe ('omplex.
North Andover, Mass.; Feb. 26-27 Alfond Arena
1992-93 record: 14-20-2 (8-16 in HE)
Coach: Ron Anderson 11 I th year, 189-148-9)
Captions. Cooper Naylor. Mark Comforth
letterman returning/lost: 15/12
Key players: Naylor, Sr., F.(3-13-16); Coatforth. Jr., D,13-18-21); Mark Goble, Jr., F,(12-1527); Jim Gibson, Sr., F,112-24-36); Dan Hodge,Jr..
0,(3-17-20); Matt Poska. Sr., G.(0-0-0,0.00).
Top Newcomers. Martin Legault, G. Eric ThiClaudo Peca, F; Rob Beck. F. Chuck Baker. 0; Ryan Guzior, D

)L
LWILDCA

WARRIORS
')eault,

1993/94 Ur

1993/94 Merrimack College Warriors Roster
Unif. ft
1
2
3
5
7
8
0
10
11
13
14
16
17
18
19
21
22
24
26
27
29
3)

Pus
Name
Matt Poska
G
Tom Costa
D
Dan Hodge
D
0
John lakopm
Jim Gibson
F
Chris Ross
F
Dean Captain° D
Matt Adams
F
F
Rob Atkinson
D
Jason Pagni
Rs an Mai Ihiot F
Steve McKenna D
F
Q Fendelet
Cooper Naylor F
F
Claudio Peca
F
Dar Krauss
Rob Bet k
F
Tom Johnson
F
Mark Cornforth D
Mark(:oole
F
Martin Legault G
G
Eric Thiheault
Dave Armstrong F
Chu,k Baker
0
Rich Beauregard F
F
Mike ('eppi
Derek I-00.)m F
F
Man (;alto
Bnan Boucher F
Kes in Condit() G
T Charbonntet F
Chn. Das is
F
0
Ryan Guzior
Ziggy Marszalek F

i Lis,
Sr
So

Height
6'0"
6'1"
6'3"
6'5"
6'2"
5'1 r
6'2"
5'11"
6'0"
6'0"
5'8"
6'8"
6'2"
CO"
5'11"
5'11"
511"
510"
6'1"
5'9"
5'9"
5'7
5'11"
6'0"
6'2"
6'2"
6'2"
6'0"
6'2"
6'0"
6'4"
6'U
5'11"
6'0"

Jr

Fr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Sr
Sr
So
Fr
Sr
Sr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr
So
Fr
Fr
Jr
Fr
Jr
Jr
So
Jr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Fr
Fr

Weight
180
195
210
225
188

184

185
I '',I)
140
I 1.5
165
225
200
182
173
180
175
175
185
185
170
180
175
205
210
191)
145
188
210
150
190
185
190
185

Former Warriors goalie Mike Donaghey, shown against UMaine last season.
is one of 12 lettermen lost from last season's 14-20-2 squad.(Boyd photo.)

Warriors must begin
rebuilding process—again
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

Warriorsi Schedule
Date

Unlf.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

because the only returning goaltender ha.sjust
six minutes of collegiate action Senior Man
Poska is the "experienced" goalie. and he w ill
he pushed hard by recruits Kevin l'andito and
Margin Legault
Offensively. Anderson said he has had
time to -ger a grasp" CW1 the abilities of his

Memmack College was picked 8th an the
1993-94 Hockey East pre-season coaches'
poll.the second consecutive year that Warrior
boss Ron Anderson'', peers have CU MU lat.ve
ly thought his team ssas the worst in the
league
Last season.Mern mack took pride in pros
ing those doubters wrong,heating four differ1-C141610
ent HI-. programs in compiling an 16 league
record 114-20-2 overall)
This season,however. It going to he quite
a hit tougher to sneak up on their league fors
Memmack lost 15 seniors fniim last s.e,
son's veteran squad. leasing Anderson wor
tiering how he is going to work 16 newcomer r
into his 1092-01 lineup
"A lot ot them are going to play every
night, so were going to be awfully raw at freshman forwards, and so tar, he likes what
first,- Anderson said "But they are talented he has seen
kids. and I think when they gain game ewe1 think the two new guys to watch are
nence, most it them will prove to he solid (laixin) Peca and Tom Johnson. Anderson
players"
said "They both have impressed me. and 1
Anderson said freshmen John Jakopin and think they will he able ti give us some offense
Steve McKenna are two of the yttung defen- immediately
semen he expects to holster what is already a
Peca and Johnson join vets Jim Gibson
strong group Junior co-captain Mark Corn- (12-24-36)and co-captain Cooper Naylor L;
forth 13-18-21i anti classmate Dan Hodge I 3- 13-16). both seniors, and sophomore Mark
17-20)are both strong defensive players who Goble 112-15-27, as the forwards Antien-valso contribute in the offensive end
hopes can charge up his offense
-Our defense is the most reliable aspect of
"We need con.isterwy and impmveroc.,.
our team coming into the season." A ntters.on in our offense.' Anderson said "A couple of
said "Were try ing to build around that"
our veterans really nerd to step up and he
The Warriors defence had better be good. come w'orers

hir (IL

Opponent

Oct. 16

Brock University (esti)

Jan 7

0 New Hampshire

Oct. 23

Mass Amherst

Jan 8

New Hampshire

Oct. 29

RPI

Jan

14

0 Mass Lowell

Oct. 31

Army

Jan 15

Mass Lowell

Nov. 5

Colgate

Jan 21

Providence

Nov.6

Dartmouth

Jan 22

0 Providence

Nov 12

UMame

Jan 28

Boston University

Nov. 13

UMaine

Jan 29

0 Boston University

Nov 19

Northeastern

Feb 2

0 Boston College

Nov 20

0 Northeastern

Feb 4

Boston College

Nov 24

* Vermont

Feb.6

0 Mass Amherst

Nov. 26

0 Capital Tournament

Feb. 11

at Boston College

Nov. 27

0 Capital Tournament

Feb. 12

0 New Hampshire

Dec. 3

0 Boston University

Feb. 17

91 Nrs-theaorm

Dec. 4

Boston University

Feb 19

Northeastern

Dec 8

Prosidence

Feb. 26

91 UMaine

Jan. 1

0 Alabama -Huntsville

Feb 27

UMaine

Jan. 2

0 Alabama-Huntsville

Mar. 4

Mass Lowell

tlitN

(1,1poct

of our toatii coming
into tilt% '(N(1,1011,
•

9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
10
I
I

Wildce
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

Twenty top-notch
last season's 18-17-2
Wildcats third place
East pre-season p
UNH coach Dic
league has his team
but would he thnllec
on it.
"I think third-pL
ment.- Lamle said.
great delight in movi

TRA)
T Cyr &

,rorcoaci and Sc
'Or citizens or p

day
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE WILDCATS
limyt,Niaine. Dec. 10 aiit C('CC,Portland:Feb.4-5 IP
Wood Arena: Mar. 4(a Snavely Arena, Durham, N.H.
1992-93 record: 18 17-3(11-11-2 III HE)
Coach: Dick Umile (4th year, 62-41-7)
Captions: Bob Chebator,Rob Donovan,Jason Dexter
Lettermen reinraumflost: 19/6
Key players: Cliebator, Sr.,F,(3-10-13); Donovan.
Sr., F, (18-19-37); Dexter, Sr., F. (16-21-37); Eric
i imion. Jr.. F (18-18-36); Kent Schmidtke, Jr. F, (3I C -I8); Trent Casicchi, So ,G,(3-2-1, 4.91).
Top recruits: Eric Boguniecki. F; Joe Moran, F;
tece Pleau, I/. Dean Woodman, D; Tim Murray, D; Mike Heinke, G.

r

\

WI LDCAT SI

1993/94 University of New Hampshire Roster

"

eason,
>to.)

in

hasjust
or Matt
I he cc ill
bin and

l'nif. I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33

Name
B. LaRochelle
Kent Schmidtke
Bnan Muir
Tim Murray
Eric Royal
Mike McCready
Rob Donovan
Mike Sullivan
Tom Nolan
Sean Pen)
Scott Malone
Dean Woodman
Jeff Lenz
Tom O'Brien
Scott Robison
Eric !Minion
Brian Putnam
Jason Dexter
Steve Pleau
Ted Russell
Pat Norton
Erik Johnson
Nick Poole
Glenn Stewart
Rob Chebator
Joe Moran
Corey Nash
Eric Fitzgerald
Trent Cavicchi
Mike Heinke
Eric Boguniecki

Pos.
G
D
D
D
F
D
F
F
F
F
I)
I)
F
F
I'
F
F
F
I)
D
F
D
F
F
F
F
F
D
G
(3
F

N

hat

itch are
iderson
!. and
offense
Gibson
e Mark
tderson
sernent
wink )1

Height
6'1"
5.11"
6'3"
6'2"
6'0"
6'4"
5'10"
6'1"
5'10"
5'10"
6'1"
6'1"
5'11"
5'10"
6'1"
6'2"
6'2"
5.11"
5'11"
5'10"
6'0"
6'2"
6'0"
6'0"
6'1
5'9"
5'9"
6'1"
6'3"
6'0"
5'8"

Weight
185
180
205
190
185
205
180
195
I'S
170
195
180
170
175
185
195
195
175
185
IRO
185
185
185
185
185
170
185
200
180
175
190

The throwing of the fish—UNH must be on a roll. Wildcat tradition is to
throw a fish on the ice after their first goal.(Kiesow photo

Wildcats hope to jump into Hockey East's top echelon
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

us had
of his

Urns
Fr
Jr
So
Fr
Jr
Fr
Sr
So
Fr
So
Jr
Fr
So
So
Fr
Jr
Fr
Sr
So
Jr
So
Fr
Jr
Sr
Sr
Fr
So
So
So
Jr
Fr

Tcsent) top-notch veterans return from
last seasons 18-17-3 team and justify the
Wildcats third place selection in the Hockey East pre-season poll.
UNI-1 coach Dick l'mile thinks the
league has his team gauged about right.
hut would he thrilled to see improvement
on it
"I think third-place is a fair assessment,- Umile said. "But I would take
great delight in moving into one of the top

two slots and proving everybody wrong Umile has a good nucleus to lead the
climb up the HE ladder — his top four
forwards from a season ago are hack.
Junior All-Amercan candidate Rob
Donos an (18-19-37), senior Jason Dexter
(16-21-37), junior Eric Minton i 18-18:46) and senior captain Bob Chehator (310-13) are the Wildcats' big four and are
as probably as good an all-around quartet
as there is in the league
1:NH has a cluster of other useful foru. ards Junior Nick Poole (15-26-4 1)and
senior power play specialist Glenn Stew

art provide offensive-minded depth. hale
courageous Eric Royal (8-18-26). who
returned from a serious knee injury to play
in the Hockey East tournament,could easily eclipse last season's sophomore numbers.
Juniors Kent Schmidtke(3-15- 1 R)and
tough Scott Malone (5-6-11) are the hest
of('NH's five returning defencemen. and
freshman Tim Murray will he a "premier
player right away," according to (mile
Perhaps the most important player on
Unule's roster is junior goalie Mike
Heinke. Heinke. a transfer from Provi-

dence who sat out In.st season, steps into
the spot in net vacated by the graduated
Brett Able
Umile thinks he will become one of the
better goalkeepers in the league
"He's looked very good so far.- Umile
said. "1 think maybe some coaches think
we might finish lower betause Henske is
an unknown quantity but he played a little
at Providence and I think he will he a big
strength for us nght assay"
If Heinke can prove to be as able as
Able, the Wildcats scill wind up near the
top of the Hockey East heap

TRAVEL BY COACH.
John T Cyr & Sons. Inc CYR BUS LINE

Motoecoarn and School Bus Charters for school and athietx groups.
•

senior citizens or

private OUtingS.

.-

De/me Escorted Motorcoael- tours and
day trips to destinations throughout the
U.& and Canada.

ro tos vo‘ ihoGiiman Fab Avenue

Otd Town ME 04468
or;
Charters ft27-2135 Tours 827-2010

Serving

EMPLOYEES,STUDENTS & ALUMNI
of the University of Maine System since 1967.

Wishing you a very successful year!

ft 1

s 1 on IWIll
,
Nroar ••••mip Iran." owurre

NCUA
NIal•rerr "dr
•I a

nom. Ubmnorironn
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P.O. Tirn 2-9 Orono, Mr 044-3
207-S81-1458
1-800-696-11..TMCU
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY HUSKIES
flay lAtaine: liec 3-4 0 Matthews Arena: Boston: Jan
(d Alfond Arena
1992-93 Record 10-24-1 1617-1 in HE)
Coach Ben Smith (3rd year. 25-39-11
Captain. like Taylor, Tom O'Connor
1 etterman Returning/Lost: 19/6
Key Players Ta)loc. Sr .F.(10-24-141; O'Connor. Sr F.
(.4-12-16): Dan McGillic. So, (5-12-171: Jordon Shields,
So., F.(14-19-33): Darryl MacNair. Jr.. D.0-12-194 Mike
Veisor. So., G,(8-19-1, 5.331
Top Newcomers: Jeff Vaughn. r): Brad Klyn. I); Hart
Webb. F: Eric Peterson. F. David Penne), F.

1993/94 Northeastern University
Huskies Roster

2s

2
3
4
5
7
9
IC
11
12
14
15
16
17
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
35

Pos
Name
Rick Schuhwerk I)
0
Dan McGillis
Darryl MacNair
JetT Vaughn
Mike 'Taylor
Frank Bouchard
l'om Parkin
Mike Coilett
Tom O'Connor
Dmid Penney
Jordon Shields
Dan Lupo
Brad Klyn
Tomas Persson
Hart Webb
Geoff Lucas
Craig Carmody
Jason Kell)
Kevin Noke
Eric Petersen
J F Aube
Steve Phillips
Jason Melting
Elijah Gold
Todd Reynolds
Mike Veisor

t lass
it
So
Jr
Fr
Sr
Jr
it
So
Sr
Fr
So
So
Pr
So
Ft
Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Sr
Jr
So

Height
6'2"
6'2"
5'11"
5'11"
5'10"
510.'
6'0"
6'2"
5'10"
6'3"
5'10"
510"
5'10
5'10"
5'11'
5'9"
SIC
6'2"
6'0"
5'1C
6'0"
6'1"
5'9"
5'10"
6'2"
6'2"

Weight
210
210
195
185
175
175
185
190
175
195

hranter. Jr.. F(14-14,
2t)-38). Brian Ridolfi,
Top Recruits Hi
R9i . Dan 1)ennis, G

r

190
175
165
185
170
170
208
185
185
185
185
175
180
IRO
195

dence Collegi
'e it:lop:1 photo

Huskies' Schedule
Date

Jan

Boston t',.11ecc

Oct 22

North Dakota

Jan 12

New Hampshire

Nov. 5

Illinois-C'hicago

Jan 14

0 New Hampshire

Nov 6

0 Illinois-Chicago

Jan 16

Cornell

12

Boston liniversity

Jan 21

Macs Lowell

No'. 11

(a Boston Universih

Jan 22

ca. Mass Lowell

19

Mernmack

Jan 28

UMaine

Nov 20

Merrimack

Jan 29

0 ("Maine

No'. 27

Ilartmouth

Feb 2

s
No

Defenses'-art Jason Kelly is among 19 lettermen returning for coach Ben
Smith's Huskies (0(*sow photo.)

Opponent

0 Providence

1)ec 3

INiaine

Feb 4

Providence

Dec 4

I. Maine

Feb 7

Bearipot vs BC

Dec 10

CMass-Lowell

Feb 11

0? Providence

Dec 11

New Hampshire

Feb 14

Beangiot Finals

Dec 29

(
11 Syracuse Tourney

Feb. 17

Memmack

Dec 30

0 Syracuse Tourney

Feb. 19

Memmack

Jan 2

0 Yale

Feb. 25

(a Boston University

Jan -

0 Boston College

Mar 4

Boston College

Huskies need big season from Veisor to contend
By John Black
Sports Writer
The Northeastern Huskies wit' need
another solid season from platten:it-I \like
Veisor if the hope to make ...t,me noise in
Hockey East
The 1992-91 Hoc-key East Rookie
Goalie of the Year. Veisor IS 19-1. c 13)
started 28 of 15 fiffiles for the Huskies a
year ago
Former I'mted States Olympic Goalie
Jim Craig a member of the 1980 Miracle
on Ice team, has been added to the NU
staff as an assistant coach to work with
Veisor and sophomore Todd Reynolds

"Jim is a very animated, very energired type of person.- Northeastern coach
Ben Smith said -He's got the goalies
working vers hard "
Reynolds 12- 6 42 missed most of
last season with an assortment ot 'mune%
and'looking to recapture the All Rookie
form of his freshman seasor
Smith embark- on his third season looking for goal scoring production
The Huskies. 10-24-1 in 1992 91 and
ranked seventh in the Hockey East preseason coaches poll, must replace their
three top scorers
Senior captains Mike Taylor 10-2414 and Tom Cr("onnor (4 12- 16 give the

Huskies two goal - scoring threats The Huskies top rookie Jordon Shields(14-19-11
also returns
Hart Webb, who scored 100 points in
each of the last two seasons for the Ottawa
Junior Senators, is the Huskies premier
forward recruit
''Hart has been bur since da) one of
practice (cut foot so he hasn't been able
to take part much in practice.- Smith
said
Anaheim Might Ducks draft pick David Penney'. another highly touted fresh
man brings his sic(' and speed to Huntington Ave
"He's as green as grass.- Smith said

-1-ie walked on so he's just starting I.
learn about playing at the nest level
The Huskies lost two defencemer
the National Hockey 1 eague hut re"i -four to guard the blueline
" dc fence the,..'re probably as ,r7ong
as IV .117.0 an.. RI' • Parke- said
Highly regarded recruit Rick "
werk adds Nlil SIM (6-1. 215
:hi
defense
"He's got the physical gifts a defense
man needs to have.- Smith said
It the Huskies lower their s 4 g,
allowed pe, game of a year ago they c..i.
find them elves in the Macke East r,
oft picture

C4,1111-1
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PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FRIARS
Young Friars hope for .500 finish

May tAlaline. Oct 22-21 Ca hneider Arena,
Pmvidence. RI; Nov.6 rit Alfond Arena
1992-93 record. 16-16-4 (9-12-3 in HE)
Cnecti Mike McShane (9th year, 137-134-22)
By John Black
Captain Ian Paskowcki
Sports Writer
Letterman Returning/Lest. 16/9
..111m1
Key Pla)ere Paskoss ski. Sr , D,(1-4-5); Scott
Yixing and inexperienced is prohaNy the
Kramer,Jr., F(14-14-28);Etik Peterson, Sr., LW,(7-14-21);("had Quenneville,Jr.. F,(18- best la a) to desciihe the 1093-94 Providence
20-38). Brian Ridolfi, Sr., F.(24-25-49); Bob Bell, So., G,(8_8-1, 365)
College Friars
Top Recruits Hal Gill, D; Travis Dillabough, LW;Stefan Brannare,C Russ Gurior,
PC coast Mike McShane enters his 14th
RW; Dan Dennis, G
sea..Nri with 180(27 players on the Friar oyster

1993/94 Providence College Roster
Unit. fr
I
2

17

Name
Pos.
Vin Martino
G
Dennis Sousa
D
Hal Gill
F
Justin Gould
D
ion Rowe
0
Erik Sundquist 13
Dennis Burke
F
George Blew
F
1a) Kenney
D
Joe Hulhig
I'
C Quennevifie F
Ian Pask maski D
Trevor Hanson r
Brad) Kramer I
I,
Rust GOnor

18
19
21
23
27
28
30

Brian Ritio115
T Dillahough
Enk Peterson
David Green
Stefan Rrannare
Jon ItiVarre
Bob Bell

4
6
7
8
9
10
II
13
14
15
16

PeoN, dence College's Chad Gouennev
ille (Boyd photo.)

F
F
F
F
F
F
G

Clam
Fr
So
Fr
So
So
So
So
Jr
So
So
Jr
Si

so

Jr
Fr
Sr
Ft
Sr
Pr
Pr
Jr
So

HOOK
rr
511"
6'5"
6Ir
6.36'3"
6'0"
6'2"
6'.3"
6'3"
5'9"
5'11"
511'
6'2"
5'10'
51"
6-05'11'
5'11'
5'10"
6'1'
511"

Weigh,
162
182
207
187
210
210
187
201
205
215
161
180
185
192
176
181
170
186
175
170
204
180

ha'. mg %line year of experience or less
Prmidence. coming off a 16-16-4 St324,N1 a
yea ago,share a fifth place ranking with Boston
College in the Hocke% Fast preseason poll
Sophomore Bob Bell(8-8-3. 3 651 gets the
nod as the starter in goal Freshmen Vin Martino and Dan Dennis will vie for backup duties
lire defense ma) he the biggest question
mark 1- ight defensetner bring just nine years
of experience
Senior captain Ian Packowski 1-4-5I
he comic-dm anchor this young group The rest
oldie defense is comprised 0(515 sophomores
yid freshman Hal Gill
The offense appears to he strong.
Right Wing Brian Ridolfi(24-25-491gives
the Friars an sniper.OwlQuenneville(18-20381 and Dennis Burke(2-5-71head up the list
of Friar centers
The Fnars helped themselves own bringing
in a strong freshman class
.
Ilas id (Wren, who tallied 111S
Merritt ie the ROHL. Travis Dille/lough
Metro Junior league Rookie ot the Yea; tor
Wexford last season and right wing Russ
("Twice. 72 points altulver !shiners Actaem%
are three of the prim)tom ards
The Friarsalso aidnIsocarr Stefan Brannare
(57-59- 116 at Powell River.BOMA a anise
ofSwerlien.to pro%ide depth upfront Brannan
none of'a number ill-fir:linen McShane neech
to come through it the Friars are to do any
damage in Hcicites East
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1993-94 NESN Schedule

1993-94 Hockey East League Schedule
NO%
12

19

Pros isience 0 Maine
Northeastern
Roston U
Proshience (1 t Nil
RC 0 UMass-Lowell
Maine (a Memniack
Northeastern 0 110.1.1i1f1 I
I - Mac. Lowell 0 RC
NH
pro‘idence
Merrimack
Maine
Neu Hampshire 01 RC
M WO, 1 0%1.11 (gi

e!‘er.it‘ (a Maine
Northeastern
Merrimack
Roston College 0 UNH
Pros idence 01 I'M -L.
Roston I rrsersit, 40 Maine
Merrimack ki Northeasteni
NH 0 I "Mass-Lowell
RC 44 Pros 0e/ice
Maine (a Northeastern
Mernmact
RI
Pros, iderice 0i RC
I -NH
1 Mass-1 owell
RI 0 Mernmadi
Maine (a \4.‘rtheakvern
Memmack
l'-ovidence
.well
(a
\H
NA,1111(121.4e111
Boston I .niversits 0 RC
I Mass-Lowell 44 Maim
Mass-Lowell Ri RI
,-,erhe.a...ieen (.7 Br
PI 0 Providence
Alemmack 0 NH
Providence (a RU
Memrna.-k
I
BC (a Northeastern
BOCtOil

No% 20

Ile,

Des
Des
Dec
Dec 12
Jan
Ian -

Jan S

Ian
Jan 14

7 \

(it ‘Ii,orthelojen71

,-TSeactern

l'NH

Jan 15
Feh 2

Feb 4

Roston Universitv 141 RC
Mem mack 0 M
Floston College 0 RV
Memmack
UMass I.411PetiI
RI
Merrimack 44 RC
Northeastern 0 Pm,
.lattice

Ntu. liamPchlre (a Maine
Mass-Lowell 0 RU
Mernmack
Pros'device 0 Northeastern
Neu Hampshire (a Maine
Fels
Maine 0 UMass-lowell
Feb 11
Roston Universio WISH
Northeastern * Providence
Merrimack (0B(
Feb 12
Maine 4* UMass Lowell
Memma.k
1-etc 1 Memrnack 0 Northeastern
Feb II
Hampshire (4 BC
Pros',knee 0 1.*M-1
Feb 19
Northeastern (0 Merrimack
Maine 0 Roston Unisersin
Roston College 0 I -NH
'M 0 Providence
Feb 20
Maine a ROOM Universits
Fels 25
Northeastern 0 RI
RC 0 PTIM/liellet
-M I
ProvIdence
Feb 2e
RI 00 Northeastern
Providence (a RC
Neu Hampshire W IM
Maine
Memmack
Mernmack (E-1 Maine
lel', 2"
March 4 UM I 01 V'
Maine 0 N...
RC ka Northeastern
March
Providence 0 RI
Marne * Ro..tor College

I)ate
Oct 22
Oct 24
tios 12
Nos 1
Nos 21
Dec 3
Dec
Dec 10
Dec II
Jan Jan 12
Jan 14
Jan le
Jan 21
Feb 2
Feh 4
Feb ts
Ieb 11
Feb 19
Feb 25
March 4
March 11
Match 12
March 11
Alan-h
March 19

Goat
Maine 0 Prnvidence
Mass-Amherst W Merrimack
Boston College (d Mass-lAnsell
Rocron t'nneecip,
Maine
Pros idence (a Mass -1 owell
Maine 0 Northeastern
Pros Orrice 0 Merrimack
Northeastern 0 Mass-1.t,Mell
Boston Universii
Roston College
Northeastern 0 Roston Ce4lege
Neu Hampshire 0 Northeastern
Roston Universit 0 Roston College
Alassl ....veil 0 Merrimack
Neu Hampshire 0 Roston Universits
pro.hicnce
Northeastern
Neu Hampshire 0 Maine
Merrimack 0 Mass-Amherst
Roston l'niversits (0 Neu Hampshire
Maine 0 Roston Unisersin
Roston Colkle
Prost...knee
Maine 0 Neu Hampshire
Quarterfinal Game
Quarterfinal Game
Quarterfinal(lame
Selinfmal Game 44 Roston Ganien
Champronship Game 0 Roston Garden

lime
700 p.m
7-00 p.m (delay)
700 p.m
7-00 p m
7110p.m idelW
700 p.m
700pm
700 p m
10:00 p m itirla 1
7-00 pm
7700 pm
7700 pm
9-00 p m
7-00 pm
7-00 pm
7(- X)p m
700 p.m
7:00pm
700 p.m
700 p.m
700 p.m
7700 pm
p in
IRA
00 p in
11-00 p m

The Third Annual Maine Campus Hockey East
Preview was compiled by Sports Editor Chad Finn.
Assistant Sports Editor John Black. and Sports
Writer Chris DeBeck. Extra thanks to production whiz
Mike Timberlake and ad guru Chris Castellano.

